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2Abstract
Object detection in images and action detection in videos are among the most widely studied
computer vision problems, with applications in consumer photography, surveillance, and auto-
matic media tagging. Typically, these standard detectors are fully supervised, that is they require
a large body of training data where the locations of the objects/actions in images/videos have
been manually annotated. With the emergence of digital media, and the rise of high-speed in-
ternet, raw images and video are available for little to no cost. However, the manual annotation
of object and action locations remains tedious, slow, and expensive. As a result there has been
a great interest in training detectors with weak supervision where only the presence or absence
of object/action in image/video is needed, not the location. This thesis presents approaches for
weakly supervised learning of object/action detectors with a focus on automatically annotating
object and action locations in images/videos using only binary weak labels indicating the pres-
ence or absence of object/action in images/videos.
First, a framework for weakly supervised learning of object detectors in images is presented.
In the proposed approach, a variation of multiple instance learning (MIL) technique for auto-
matically annotating object locations in weakly labelled data is presented which, unlike existing
approaches, uses inter-class and intra-class cue fusion to obtain the initial annotation. The initial
annotation is then used to start an iterative process in which standard object detectors are used to
refine the location annotation. Finally, to ensure that the iterative training of detectors do not drift
from the object of interest, a scheme for detecting model drift is also presented. Furthermore,
unlike most other methods, our weakly supervised approach is evaluated on data without manual
pose (object orientation) annotation.
Second, an analysis of the initial annotation of objects, using inter-class and intra-class cues,
is carried out. From the analysis, a new method based on negative mining (NegMine) is pre-
sented for the initial annotation of both object and action data. The NegMine based approach is a
much simpler formulation using only inter-class measure and requires no complex combinatorial
optimisation but can still meet or outperform existing approaches including the previously pre-
3sented inter-intra class cue fusion approach. Furthermore, NegMine can be fused with existing
approaches to boost their performance.
Finally, the thesis will take a step back and look at the use of generic object detectors as prior
knowledge in weakly supervised learning of object detectors. These generic object detectors are
typically based on sampling saliency maps that indicate if a pixel belongs to the background
or foreground. A new approach to generating saliency maps is presented that, unlike existing
approaches, looks beyond the current image of interest and into images similar to the current
image. We show that our generic object proposal method can be used by itself to annotate the
weakly labelled object data with surprisingly high accuracy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Humans rely heavily on their ability to visually detect and recognise objects on a daily basis.
We can easily recognise objects under different orientations, illumination conditions, partial oc-
clusions, and in cluttered environments. How we recognise objects is a subject of investigation
in a variety of disciplines including cognitive psychology, neurobiology, and neuropsychology.
In computer vision, the interest in the human visual recognition of objects is due to the need
for developing computational algorithms for recognising and detecting objects in images. Com-
putational modes for object recognition and detections have a wide range of applications from
automatic image tagging and retrieval, consumer photography, human machine interaction, and
robotics.
Two models have been proposed for how humans represent and recognise objects [80]: struc-
tural and image-based. Structural description was pioneered by Marr [73] and assumes objects
are represented in terms of three dimensional (3D) primitive shapes. The construction of 3D
primitives from a 2D image is computationally challenging and difficult. Whereas image-based
models assume objects are represented by a set of 2D views that are stored in memory. Objects
can then be recognised by matching to the stored 2D views. The power of image-based represen-
tations have been shown in both human cognition [99] and in computer vision applications for
object detection [102].
The image-based approach is like the “Where is Wally?” puzzle in Fig. 1.1(a); given images
of Wally, we can find Wally in any new image. In computer vision terms this is a full-supervised
learning approach to training object detectors (discussed in Section 1.1). However, the human
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1.1. Learning Detectors for Objects and Actions 15
Figure 1.2: In the standard fully supervised approach to object detection in images, a manually
annotated training set is used to train a detector. Then a sliding window at multiple scales is used
to detect the object in images. The same approach is used for action detection in videos.
visual system is much more sophisticated. Consider the “Who is Molly?” puzzle in Fig. 1.1(b).
Here we are given a set of images with Molly and a set of images without Molly and asked to
figure out what Molly looks like and locate her in all the images. In computer vision terms this
is a weakly-supervised approach to training object detectors because we are not given examples
of Molly to learn a detector from; we are only given weak labels that indicate which images
she appears in. In computer vision the fully-supervised problem has been studied for some
time [102], however the weakly-supervised problem is still in its infancy. This thesis focuses on
the weakly-supervised approaches to training objects and actions detectors.
1.1 Learning Detectors for Objects and Actions
Detecting objects in images [35, 106] and actions in videos [84, 110] are among the most widely
studied computer vision problems. Typically, these standard detectors take a fully-supervised
learning approach as outlined in Fig. 1.2. In a fully-supervised approach, a large body of training
data is required with the location of the object/action of interest manually annotated in each im-
age/video. The manually annotated training data is used to train a classifier that can determine if a
given test window (2D rectangle for objects and 3D cuboid for actions) contains the object/action
of interest. The classifier is then applied to test images/videos using sliding windows of multiple
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Figure 1.3: In the MSR2 [118] action dataset the manual annotation of the handwaving action
is not consistent over different videos due to bias in human annotation. In some videos the
handwaving annotation does not include the full extent of the arms but in other videos it includes
the full extent of the arms
scales and aspect ratios to detect the object/action of interest.
If we are to analyse the large quantities of digital media available we must be able to detect
hundreds of different object and action categories. This means we must train object/action de-
tectors for each object/action category and for each category we need a training dataset. With
the rise of high-speed internet and the mass adaptation of digital media, raw images and videos
needed for training detectors are available for little to no cost. However, the manual annotation
of object and action locations, needed by the fully-supervised approach, remains tedious, slow,
and expensive because users must view images and videos one by one to annotate the extent
and location of each object and action. Furthermore, manual annotation is biased by the individ-
ual annotating the data because different individuals are not guaranteed to select the exact same
bounding box. An illustration of the bias in annotation can be found in the publicly available
MSR2 action dataset [118] (Fig. 1.3); notice that the spatial extent of the action cuboid in some
videos includes the entire arms for the handwaving action and in other videos only includes the
arms up to the elbow.
1.1.1 Reducing Manual Annotation of Training Data
This thesis addresses the problem of reducing the manual annotation needed to train object/action
detectors, allowing for the large scale training of object/action detectors with little or no manual
intervention. There are several ways to reduce the amount of manual annotation needed. The
most straightforward way is to reduce the size of the training dataset. An extreme example of
this is query by a single example. For images, query by a single example is studied as image
retrieval [65], which attempts to find similar images to a single image from a large database
of images. Retrieval based methods for actions have also been used [58, 114], where a single
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(a) Cars
(b) Sit Down
Figure 1.4: Intra-class variations within a single object and action category.
example is used to query other videos. The problem with reducing training data size is the loss
of intra-class variations. The visual appearance of a singe object category can vary greatly due
to viewing angle, colour, sub-category of objects, etc. (Fig. 1.4). The spatio-temporal action
pattern can also vary due to viewing angle, the speed at which the action is performed, the person
performing the action, etc. (Fig. 1.4). A large amount of training data is required to capture
these variations within a single object/action category. When limiting the amount of data used to
train the detectors, these within class (intra-class) variations are lost. Furthermore, the bias in the
annotated location is still present as manual location annotation is still needed.
Another scheme for reducing the amount of manual annotation needed is to use transfer learn-
ing or cross-data training (object detection [10,97] and action detection [19,119]). Here detectors
are trained from a fully annotated related category then transferred or modified to the category of
interest. For example a detector trained to detect horses can be modified to detect giraffes [97]
using only one training example of a giraffe. Unlike simply reducing the training set size, transfer
learning can better handle intra-class variations as these variations will be transferred from the
related category. However, transfer learning assumes the presence of manually annotated related
datasets, which is not always possible. Also, effectively transferring the learned detector from
one dataset to another is far from being solved.
Recently, weakly supervised learning (WSL) approaches have been proposed for training
both object [28, 77, 81] and action [50, 85, 96] detectors. Unlike the methods mentioned so far,
the WSL approach neither reduces the training set size nor uses a related manually annotated
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Figure 1.5: General framework for weakly supervised learning of object/action detector.
dataset. Instead it reduces the amount of manual annotation needed per image or video. In the
WSL approach, each image/video in the training set is annotated with a weak label indicating if
the image/video contains the object/action of interest or not, but not the location or extent of the
object/action. The binary nature of the user label allows for fast manual annotation as well as
removing any bias (Fig. 1.3) introduced by the user when annotating the extent of the object or
action. The WSL approach is therefore a very desirable means of training detectors and it is the
approach studied in this thesis.
1.1.2 Weakly Supervised Learning
Figure 1.5 outlines the general framework for Weakly Supervised Learning (WSL) of detectors.
There is a weakly labelled dataset consisting of two types of images/videos: a set of positive
images/videos where the object/action is present but the exact location of the object/action is
unknown, and a set of negative images/videos which we know for sure does not contain the
object/action of interest. Given the weakly labelled data, the problem of detector training has
three stages:
1. Initial Annotation – From the weakly labelled data, a set of initial annotations (location
and extent of objects/action) is estimated as the current annotation of the object of interest.
2. Detector Training – Using the current annotation, a detector is trained in a fully supervised
fashion.
3. Refine Annotation – Apply the trained detector to the training data to improve the current
annotation of the object/action of interest.
Stages two and three can be iteratively applied (see Fig. 1.5), that is, the detector trained in the
second stage can be used in the third stage to refine the automatic annotation, which can be
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used to train a new detector etc. This iterative approach allows for computationally intensive
methods [29] for automatically annotating the object location in the training data, and efficient
state-of-the-art detectors [35] to locate the objects in the test data.
1.1.3 Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to develop a WSL approach to train object and action detectors. As
shown in Fig. 1.5, a WSL approach has several components. Detector training, for both ob-
jects [35, 106] and actions [50, 57, 58, 92, 115, 119], has been studied extensively and existing
approaches will be used for this component. This thesis will instead focus on the initial annota-
tion of weakly-labelled training data, which has not been explored very well (see Section 1.2).
In addition, this thesis will explore the iterative refinement of the object/action annotations.
1.2 Challenges and Motivation
In order to develop the WSL approach illustrated in Fig. 1.5, objects1 of interest must be initially
annotated in all images without a model of the object or any information about the object other
than the weakly labelled data indicating which images contain the object and which do not. After
the initial annotation, detectors can be trained using the standard fully supervised approach. It
is also possible to use the trained detectors to refine our initial annotation of the weakly labelled
data. Both the initial annotation and the iterative refinement processes have their own challenges.
1.2.1 Initial Annotation
The initial annotation of the weakly labelled data is a challenging problem as we know very little
about the object of interest. The majority of the existing work on annotating weakly labelled
images takes one of two approaches: assume entire image is the object of interest [77], or segment
the dominant foreground object in the image [90]. For images illustrated in Fig. 1.6(a), where
the object of interest is pretty much the entire image, putting a box around the entire image as the
annotation of the object of interest is valid. However, for more realistic and challenging images
like Fig. 1.6(c), assuming the entire image is the object of interest does not work. Segmentation
techniques can work for images with relatively uncluttered backgrounds and a single dominant
foreground object like the ones in Fig. 1.6(b), but again will not work for images in Fig. 1.6(c).
1For readability we will discuss only object detection in images, but the same arguments hold for action
detection in videos.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.6: Three types of images in a weakly labelled dataset. a) Object occupies the entire
image. The annotation of the object is the entire image. b) One dominant object with little or no
background clutter. Segmentation techniques can pick out the object. c) Challenging data with
multiple objects and background clutter.
To handle these challenging images (Fig. 1.6(c)) a variation of multiple instance learning (MIL)
approach was proposed by Deselares et al. [28].
Within a MIL framework, each image is represented as a bag containing a set of instances,
or possible locations of objects. Images weakly labelled as “Contains the object of interest”
are referred to as positive bags and images weakly labelled as “Does not contain the object of
interest” are referred to as negative bags. Given a set of positive and negative bags for training,
the goal of MIL is to train a classifier that can correctly classify a test bag or test instance as either
positive or negative. Unlike the standard MIL problem, we are interested in the MIL algorithm’s
ability to classify the instances in the positive training bags as positive or negative instances.
To illustrate the problem of initial annotation, consider the “Who is Molly?” puzzle in
Fig. 1.7(a). Molly is in all the photos on the left column and she does not appear in any of
the photos in the right column. The goal is to put a box around Molly in each photo on the left
column. To solve this puzzle (or any MIL problem) we can use three types of information:
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Prior Knowledge Based on the silhouette and the name Molly we can deduce that Molly is a
woman. This is what we call prior knowledge: information obtained from external knowl-
edge. Using the prior knowledge we can identify all the women in the photos as instances
or possible Molly (Fig. 1.7(b)). If a positive photo has only one woman, then prior knowl-
edge is enough to determine Molly in that photo.
Inter-Class Inter-class information ensures that only women from the positive photos who do
not appear in any of the negative photos are considered as proposals for Molly (Fig. 1.8(a)).
That is, inter-class information maximizes the difference (distance) between the instances
selected as true positives from each positive bag and all the instances in the negative bags.
Intra-Class Intra-class information ensures that only women who appear in all the positive pho-
tos are considered as proposals for Molly (Fig. 1.8(b)). That is, intra-class information
minimizes the difference (distance) between all the instances selected as true positives
from each positive bag.
Standard MIL algorithms use one or more of these three cues to develop a classifier capable of
classifying bags and instances as positive or negative. In order to apply these techniques to the
problem of annotating weakly labelled object and action data, several challenging issues must be
considered.
Defining Instances
Given an image, a set of instances or possible locations of objects must be selected. Once in-
stances are defined, MIL techniques can be applied to select the instances corresponding to the
object of interest. For fully supervised approaches to training detectors, objects are manually an-
notated using rectangular boxes that bounds the object [32], as a result for our weakly supervised
approach we define possible object locations using a rectangular box. Every possible location
and size of bounding boxes in an image is a potential instance, which can result in millions of in-
stances per typical image. Similarly, actions are defined using a rectangular prism (action cuboid)
within the spatio-temporal video volume and there are potentially millions of instances per video.
With millions of instances per image, applying MIL techniques quickly becomes computation-
ally infeasible. Instead, we must minimise the number of instances per image and ensure that the
object of interest is present in each of those instances.
Existing WSL methods for action detection [50, 96] rely on manual annotation, in the form
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of action location or action cuboid dimensions, for minimising the set of defined instances. As
our goal is to limit the required manual annotation, an automated means of defining a limited set
of potential action instances is required.
In the case of object detection, there are methods for detecting generic foreground objects
[6, 36, 87] which can be used to define a limited set of instances. These methods for proposing
object locations incorporate information from saliency maps which indicate the probability of
each pixel belonging to a foreground object. Current methods for generating saliency maps
rely on local and/or global image statistics [2, 22, 43, 49]. In addition to local and global image
statistics other similar images can be used to determine saliency maps because similar images
will contain similar backgrounds. This can allow for better modelling of the background and
obtaining saliency maps that can more accurately highlight the foreground regions.
Sparse True Positive Instances
The first application of MIL techniques in computer vision was for image categorisation [72]. In
the case of image categorisation each positive bag (image) will contain few instances (36 in [72]
or 4 in [21]) where most of the instances are true positive instances. As a result there is a high
density of true positive instances per bag. Many MIL methods [72,121] leverage the presence of
high density true positive regions for solving the MIL problem.
In our weakly labelled annotation problem each positive image will only have on average
one or two objects of interest. In order to ensure that the single true object is selected as a
potential instance in most positive bags, many instances (100 or 200) per bag must be defined.
This results in sparse true positive instances per bag (∼ 15%) and as a result most traditional MIL
methods are ill-suited for our problem. Instead MIL approaches that explicitly model a single
(or few) true positive instance per bag need to be developed. This motivates the MIL problem
to be formulated as a combinatorial problem, that is, select a set of instances (one instance per
positive bag) such that the selected set of instances maximises inter-class measure and minimises
intra-class measure.
Multi-Modal Data
A single object will have different appearances due to viewing angle (Fig. 1.4). As a result,
the data for one object category is multi-modal where each mode would roughly correspond
to a pose. In such a case, minimising intra-class measure must account for the fact that not
all true positive instances would look similar, just those from a specific mode. Most existing
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approaches [28, 77, 81] avoid the challenges of multi-modal data by assuming pose information
is manually annotated; this is undesirable as our goal is to reduce manual annotation as much as
possible.
Intra vs. Inter
As discussed previously, three types of cues are used for the initial annotation: prior knowledge,
inter-class, and intra-class. Of these cues, prior knowledge is typically used to define instances
then inter-class and intra-class cues are used to solve the MIL problem. Some methods use prior
knowledge and intra-class for initialisation [28], some use only inter-class for initialisation [40],
some explicitly model inter-class while implicitly intra-class information is modelled [7], and
still other alternate between intra-class and inter-class cues [28]. With many ways to make use
of these cues the question of which cue is best for automatic annotation of object and action data
has not been investigated.
1.2.2 Iterative Refinement
The initial annotation can be used to train a detector in a fully supervised approach. This trained
detector will be related to the accuracy of the initial annotation. The detector can then be used
to refine the annotation by using the detector as the inter-class measure in consecutive iterations
[28]. When using the detector as the inter-class measure, an assumption is made that the initial
instances defined are the only potential object locations of interest. However, initial instances are
defined using generic object detectors like [6] which are not 100% accurate and as such in some
images the initial instances will not be able to select the object of interest as an instance. This
failure will be unrecoverable. A second approach is to run the detector on the positive training
images and select the new positive instance for the image as the bounding box that has the highest
detection score [77,81]. In this scheme we can recover from the case where the object of interest
is not defined as an instance for the initial annotation.
There are two related challenges to iteratively training a detector. First is choosing between a
strong or weak classifier and second is how many times to iteratively train the detector and refine
the annotation of weakly labelled data.
Strong vs. Weak Classifier
The detector is trained from annotations obtained by the initial annotation component of the
WSL framework. The initial annotation of weakly labelled data is very challenging and as such
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(a) Iteration 0 (b) Iteration 1 (c) Iteration 2 (d) Iteration 3
Figure 1.9: The automatic annotation of a car over four iterations. From a poor annotation (a)
the iterative annotation procedure first improves the annotation accuracy (b-c) but then it drifts
and becomes worse (d).
it might not be very accurate. This raises the question, when presented with inaccurate annotation
is the use of a strong object detector, like [35], better than a weak classifier, like a support vector
machine with bag-of-words features. Most existing approaches [28,77] stick to weak classifiers.
However, Pandey and Lazebnik [81] have used strong classifiers similar to the approach presented
in this thesis. Their work and the work in this thesis was done concurrently and published at the
same time.
Model Drift
On the first iteration, the detector is trained from less than ideal information as the automatic
annotation of weakly-labelled data will contain inaccuracies. Due to the inaccuracies in the
initial annotation the detector can potentially drift away from the object of interest at consecutive
iterations (Fig. 1.9). As a result setting a fixed cap on the number of iterations, like in [28,77,81],
is inadvisable. Instead a method for detecting when the model is drifting away and stopping the
iterative learning just before the drift will produce the best results.
1.3 Our Approaches
We first present a full framework for WSL of object detectors using two different approaches for
initialisation: inter-intra score level fusion (ScoreFuse) and inter-intra set level fusion (SetFuse).
This framework presents several key components for overcoming the challenges presented in
Section 1.2. First is the use of two novel initial annotation schemes (ScoreFuse and SetFuse) that
explicitly model one positive instance per bag, uses both inter-class and intra-class information,
and are shown to handle multi-modal data (that is no manual pose annotation is used). Second,
unlike previous approaches [28], a strong object detector is used for iterative learning allowing
for much better refinement of object annotation in weakly labelled data. Finally, a means of
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detecting when the iterative learning of the detector starts to drift from the object of interest is
also presented.
For the initial annotation, two methods ScoreFuse and SetFuse were proposed. However,
both proposed methods assume that inter-class cues and intra-class cues should be equally weighted.
We analyse the inter-class and intra-class cues and find that intra-class information can sometimes
hinder performance due to the lack of strong labels which we have for inter-class information in
the form of known negative instances. From this insight a new initial annotation method, nega-
tive mining (NegMine), is developed which can be applied for annotating weakly labelled data.
We also extend the approach to automatic annotation of actions in videos by providing a novel
method to define instances (potential action locations) in videos. Finally, the NegMine approach
to initial annotation is a much simpler concept and has a lower computational cost than ScoreFuse
and SetFuse and at the same time can maintain or outperform ScoreFuse and SetFuse.
For action detection we present our own unsupervised approach to defining instances in
videos but for object detection we used an existing generic object detector [6] for defining in-
stances because it has been successfully applied to the WSL problem [28]. However, the generic
object detector [6] was designed to get high recall given large number of bounding boxes, that is
to ensure no object is missed. For annotation of weakly labelled data we want to detect objects
with high precision with few proposed boxes. Therefore, we study the problem of generic object
detection based on sampling a saliency map. A new method for generating saliency maps (across
image saliency) and a method for sampling the saliency map to produce potential object locations
is developed. Unlike existing approaches to saliency [22, 43], this new saliency approach looks
beyond the current image to other similar images to model and remove recurring backgrounds.
We use this new saliency method as a prior knowledge for the task of weak annotation of objects.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis to weakly supervised learning of object and action detectors are
as follows:
1. We present a new WSL framework for training object detectors using only weakly labelled
images indicating if the image contains the object of interest or not. The framework pro-
poses and evaluates two initialisation schemes (inter-intra score level fusion ScoreFuse and
inter-intra set level fusion SetFuse), introduces the concept of using a strong detector for
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iterative annotation of weakly labelled data (use of strong detector was introduced by this
work and [81] at the same time), and presents a method for detecting drift in the iterative
annotation of weakly labelled data. We test the framework on single-modal (has manual
pose annotation) and multi-modal (no additional manual annotation) data.
2. We propose a Negative Mining (NegMine) approach to the initial annotation of weakly
labelled data. NegMine uses the strongly labelled negative data (inter-class measure) to
create a state-of-the-art initial annotation algorithm for weakly labelled object data, that
outperforms the initial annotation approach of existing methods including ScoreFuse and
SetFuse. Extensive experiments are carried out to show that NegMine can also boost the
performance of most existing algorithms. We extend the negative mining approach to
annotating weakly labelled action data by proposing a new method for defining potential
action locations in videos.
3. We present a combined across and within image saliency map generation method that can
be sampled to produce generic object locations in images. We further show that our generic
object proposal can itself be used to annotate weakly labelled data with surprisingly high
accuracy. Finally, we show that our generic object location based initial annotation can be
used in our WSL framework to achieve increased annotation accuracy and detection rates.
1.5 Outline
Following this introduction, in Chapter 2 we review the existing literature on fully supervised
approaches for object and action detection (Section 2.1), weakly supervised approaches for object
detection (Section 2.2), weakly supervised approaches for action detection (Section 2.3), multiple
instance learning (Section 2.4), and generic object detection (Section 2.5). Then in Chapter 3 we
present our framework for weakly supervised learning of object detectors which combines prior
knowledge, inter-class, and intra-class cues. In Chapter 4 we take a closer look at inter-class
and intra-class cues to see the relative importance of these two cues. From this analysis a new
negative mining approach to initial annotation of weakly labelled data for both objects in images
and actions in videos is presented. Finally for object detection we present, in Chapter 5, a better
method to define potential object locations based on a novel across image saliency map. We
show the use of this new saliency based prior knowledge for the problem of annotating objects
in weakly labelled images.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter we review some of the topics touched on in this thesis. First, we briefly look
at fully supervised approaches to object and action detection in Section 2.1. Second, we look
at existing approaches to weakly supervised object detection (Section 2.2) and action detection
(Section 2.3). As will be discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 many weakly supervised approaches
make use of multiple instance learning and generic object detection and as such we review these
topics in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
2.1 Detection
What is object or action detection? It is the ability to locate a specific object (car, cat, table,
etc.) or action (fight, slip and fall, etc.) category in an image or video. Typically this is done
in a sliding window fashion (Fig. 2.1). A 2D spatial window (3D spatio temporal window for
action) of a specific size is placed at all locations in an image (or video) and a classifier is used
to answer the question “Does this window contain the object (or action) of interest?” To find
objects of different sizes, the image is resized and the window is placed at all locations, in the
resized image, to determine if it contains the object of interest. How do we train a classifier that
can answer the question “Does this window contain the object (or action) of interest?”
A classifier is usually trained in a fully supervised manner (Fig. 2.2), that is a bunch of
examples of the object (or action) and a bunch of examples of other stuff (not the object or action)
are annotated manually by a person. These examples are then represented using feature vectors.
Then, a classifier learns the difference between the object and not the object in the feature space.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of sliding window based object and action detection.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of object and action detector training.
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(a) BoW
(b) BoW Histogram
Figure 2.3: Illustration of bag of words (BoWs) model. Images from [33].
There are many different feature representations [84,116] and many different classifiers [12] that
can be used. A complete review of different feature representations and classifiers is beyond the
scope of this thesis. Here we review the bag of words (BoW) representation and the deformable
part based representation because they are used extensively in this thesis.
2.1.1 Bag of Words
In the BoW approach, objects are represented by 2D spatial words (Fig. 2.3(a)) and actions by 3D
spatio-temporal words. The frequency of the words in a given image segment or video segment
is captured as a bag of word histogram (Fig. 2.3(b)). The bag of word histogram will then be
used as the feature representation of the image or video segment.
The construction of the words (Fig. 2.4) involves the use of a random set of unlabelled im-
ages. From each image, patches are extracted in a regular grid1 [34] or at key-points2 [25], where
key-points are spatial (or spatio-temporal) interest points such as corners. The patches can be
represented using various descriptors, for example SIFT3 [66], MSER [74] for images and 3D
1Used for object detection in this thesis.
2Used for action detection in this thesis.
3Used for object detection in this thesis.
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Figure 2.4: Construction and use of a bag of words representation. Some parts of figure canni-
balised from [33].
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of BoW representation’s robustness to small spatial shifts.
SFIT [91], Laptev space time interest points4 [61] for actions. These feature descriptors are then
quantised into fixed set of codewords using clustering algorithms such as k-means [12], where
the mean of the cluster will represent the codeword. Once the words are constructed, given any
new image segment:
• Patches are extracted from the image segment.
• Each patch is represented using a descriptor.
• Each descriptor is assigned to the closest codeword.
• A histogram of all codewords in the image segment is then used as the feature representa-
tion of that image segment.
The BoW model does not preserve spatial relationship between words, which results in two
benefits that are of interest to this thesis. First is the robustness to small spatial misalignments.
For example, consider the two image segments outlined in Fig. 2.5. The two segments are of the
same size and overlap greatly, however the two segments look different when a direct per pixel
4Used for action detection in this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: Due to the lack of spatial information in a BoW model, all face like images shown
will be represented by the same BoW histogram (two eyes, mouth, and nose).
comparison is used. However, the BoW histograms of the two segments are still almost identical,
only differing by few words. Second is the robustness to profile pose changes, for example the
BoW representation of a left view of a plane is identical to that of the right view. Why is the
robustness to spatial misalignments and pose changes of importance to this thesis? This thesis
deals with annotating objects and actions in images and videos with weak labels and as a result
a tolerance to small misalignments and left-right pose changes is needed when comparing image
segments from different images without manual intervention.
The downside of the loss of spatial information is the poor modelling of objects with strong
spatial alignments of features, such as cars, buses, and faces. For example in the BoW approach a
face can be represented by two eyes, mouth, and a nose without any spatial relationship between
them. As a result all images in Fig. 2.6 will be considered as faces.
Recall from Section 1.1.2 that annotating weakly labelled data has two distinctive compo-
nents: initial annotation and iterative refinement of annotation. In the initial annotation task,
only binary labels, indicating the presence or absence of objects, are available but in the itera-
tive annotation task there is some weak annotation available from the initial annotation or the
previous iteration. As such, for the initial annotation component we will make use of the BoW
representation because of its robustness to spatial misalignments. For the iterative refinement of
object annotation, we make use of another representation that preserves spatial information.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of histogram of oriented gradient model’s inability to handle small spatial
shifts.
2.1.2 Deformable Part Model
An alternative to BoW model, that preserves spatial information, is histogram of oriented gradi-
ents (HOG) [26]. HOG breaks up image segments into non-overlapping cells and for each cell a
histogram of gradient (edge) orientations is constructed as features (Fig. 2.7). The cell structure
preserves spatial information, however the cell structure also results in the loss of robustness to
spatial misalignments. For this reason, this thesis will use HOG models after the initial annota-
tion phase.
The deformable part based model of [35] is a very successful object model developed using
the HOG features. Due to its success on the PASCAL dataset, we will use the deformable part
model (DPM) [35] as our detector for refining the annotation of weakly labelled object data. The
DPM (Fig. 2.8) is composed of a root filter, which captures a coarse representation of the object,
a set of automatically learned parts at a higher resolution than the root filter, and a set of weights
on how much the parts can move relative to each other.
DPM uses the HOG feature, which preserves spatial information and as a result suffers from
spatial misalignments and pose changes. When using manually annotated data the spatial mis-
alignments are small as users have manually cropped the training data to the object of interest
(Fig. 2.2), however, there might still be small variations in the alignment due to multiple users
annotating the data. As a result, during the iterative training of the DPM, small realignment of the
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(a) Component 1 Left: Root Filter (b) Component 1 Left: Parts (c) Component 1 Left: Deformation
(d) Component 1 Right: Root Filter (e) Component 1 Right: Parts (f) Component 1 Right: Deform.
(g) Component 2 Left: Root Filter (h) Component 2 Left: Parts (i) Component 2 Left: Deformation
(j) Component 2 Right: Root Filter (k) Component 2 Right: Parts (l) Component 2 Right: Deform.
Figure 2.8: Two components of the deformable part based model [35] of a car. Each component
is a different pose (aspect ratio) of a car model. The root filter is a coarse representation of the
object, the parts are higher resolution representation of object parts relative to the root filter, and
deformation is a model of how much the position of the parts can change.
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manual annotation is achieved using the previous iteration’s model. In order to handle multiple
modes, due to viewing angle, the DPM uses multiple models or components (Fig. 2.8). Com-
ponents are automatically created by first, grouping the training data using aspect ratio, which
roughly corresponds to different pose, such as profile and head on. Second, for each specific
aspect ratio two components are learned to handle mirror images, i.e. left vs right. Again mirror
images are automatically handled by creating two groups using HOG feature distance.
The automatic handling of multiple components and mirror images is of benefit for our
weakly supervised problem. We will compare the detection rates of DPM detectors learned
with fully labelled data and weakly labelled data (Chapters 3 and 5). A closer examination of
the visual appearance of weakly supervised DPMs and fully supervised DPMs is presented in
Chapter 5.
2.2 Weakly Supervised Learning for Object Detection
Weakly supervised approach to object detection (both localisation and recognition) has gained
quite a bit of interest in recent literature. The main goal is to train a detector without the need for
manual annotation of object location. To this end weakly supervised learning (WSL) attempts
to address two sub-problems simultaneously: locate the objects of interest in each positive train-
ing image5 (automatic annotation of weakly labelled data), and training a detector based on the
automatic annotation results (detector training). Detector training was discussed in the previous
section, in this section a review of automatic annotation of weakly labelled data is presented.
Along with methods that iterate between automatic annotation and detector training.
Automatic annotation of weakly labelled images has been attempted in several ways. In
this review the existing methods are distinguished with respect to segmentation based vs window
based approaches and intra vs intra+inter based methods as illustrated in Table. 2.1. Segmentation
based method attempt to segment regions (collection of connected pixels) as the object of interest,
whereas window based approaches attempt to identify a rectangular window encompassing the
object of interest. Intra based methods use only the positive images, whereas intra+inter based
methods use both positive and negative images6.
5Positive training images contain the object of interest.
6Negative training images do not contain the object of interest.
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Intra Intra+Inter
Segmentation
Winn and Jojic 2005 [112]
Galleguillos et al. 2008 [41]
Russell et al. 2006 [90]
Todorovic and Ahuja 2006 [100]
Cao and Li 2007 [18]
Arora et al. 2007 [8]
Alexe et al. 2010 [4]
Joulin et al. 2010 [56]
Vicente et al. 2011 [104]
Window Bagon et al. 2010 [9]
Chum and Zisserman 2007 [23]
Nguyen et al. 2009 [77]
Deselaers et al. 2010 [28]
Pandey and Lazebnik 2011 [81]
Bilen et al. 2011 [11]
Table 2.1: Different approaches to annotating weakly labelled data.
2.2.1 Segmentation Based Methods
Almost all segmentation based methods [4,8,18,56,90,100,104,112] use only intra information
and are also refer to as class segmentation [4, 90] or cosegemtation [56, 104]. The idea is to
segment the region in each image belonging to a specific class (object) given a set of images
containing the class. Two main approaches are multiple-segmentation and over-segmentation.
In the multiple-segmentation approach, a single image is segmented in multiple different
ways (Fig. 2.9) and then methods such as graph cuts [104] or topic models [90] are employed to
select regions in each image corresponding to the same class. In the over-segmentation approach,
superpixels are used (Fig. 2.9) and a set of connected superpixels in each image belonging to the
same class are selected using techniques such as graph cuts [4], topic models [18], or cluster-
ing [56]. Multiple-segmentation methods allow for representing the entire object in one segment
which is helpful for describing the object as a whole. For example, some objects like cars and
motorbikes share parts such as wheels but when described as a whole they look different. How-
ever, the segmentation methods [20, 93] used for the pre-processing step does not guarantee the
object of interest will be a single segment. In fact, for natural images with clutter backgrounds,
it becomes very challenging to obtain one segment corresponding to the entire object. Over-
segmentation based methods, on the other hand, do not need one segment to correspond to the
entire object because a set of superpixels are used to segment the object of interest.
Unlike the previous segmentation techniques, the multiple-segmentation technique by Gal-
leguillos et al. [41] use both intra and inter information. They take a multiple instance learning7
(MIL) approach in which both positive and negative images are represented as instances, where
instances correspond to segments from a multiple-segmentation method. To select the positive
7See section 2.4 for review of MIL.
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Figure 2.9: Two types of segmentation methods used for annotating weakly labelled data. Images
from [90] and [56].
Figure 2.10: Bagon et al. [9] find a template that appear in all images known to contain the object
of interest. Image from [9].
instances from the positive bags they use MILBoost algorithm of [105]. As with the previously
mentioned multiple-segmentation techniques, this method assumes there exists a segment that
corresponds to the full extent of the object.
2.2.2 Window Based Methods
The window based method of Bagon et al. [9] uses intra-class information only. With size
and pose of the object of interest manually fixed, Bogon et al. [9] attempt to find a rectangu-
lar template that can be matched in all positive images (Fig. 2.10), as a result this method is
not suitable for generic object classes with multiple scales and poses. All other window based
methods [11, 23, 28, 77, 81] use both intra and inter informations.
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Figure 2.11: Bilen et al. [11] embed the location of the object as latent variables in a SVM. Image
from [11].
Chum and Zisserman [23] presented an iterative method for locating the object of interest
in the positive images. They represent the object of interest as a set of exemplars obtained as a
window from each positive image. Using a bag of words representation their goal is to select
a set of exemplars that look similar to each other (maximise intra-class compactness). This
is accomplished iteratively by changing one exemplar at each iteration. The use of inter-class
information is in the form of a discriminability weight for each visual word. The weight is
obtained as the ratio between the number of positive images containing the word and the number
of negative images containing the word. This use of inter-class information is very limited,
whereas the other methods make more direct use of the inter-class information.
Bilen et al. [11] use a latent support vector machine (SVM) [117] to learn a classifier where
the location of the object is treated as a latent variable (Fig. 2.11). Their goal is not localisation
but classification where the classifier is robust to background variation, as a result their method
is more suitable when objects are fairly large in the image.
The methods of Nguyen et al. [77], Pandey and Lazebnik [81], and Deselaers et al. [28] take
a MIL approach to the WSL problem (see section 2.4 for review of MIL). These methods more
or less follow three steps:
Initial Annotation For each image, with the object of interest, define a window as the location
of the object of interest.
Detector Training Train a model, such as a support vector machine (SVM) [31], based on the
current annotation.
Refine Annotation Using the trained model refine the current annotation.
In the case of Nguyen et al. [77] and Pandey and Lazebnik [81] the initial annotation is the entire
image. This is a poor assumption as the object of interest can occupy a small fraction of the
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image. As a result Pandey and Lazebnik [81] relaxed this condition using a latent SVM model
of [35], they allow the initial annotation to be any region in an image with atleast 40% overlap to
the full image.
For detector training, Nguyen et al. [77] used a SVM with BoW representation for the object.
SVM with BoW representation has been successfully used for object detection [25]. Pandey and
Lazebnik [81] on the other hand rely on a much more sophisticated and better object detector, the
deformable part based model of Felzenszwalb et al. [35]. The combination of the strong detector
and allowing for small variability of the object location in the initial annotation allows for better
results. However, in order to use the strong detector Pandey and Lazebnik [81] require the aspect
ratio of the model to be manually set.
The iterative detection approach of Nguyen et al. [77] and Pandy and Lazebnik [81] ex-
plicitly model the inter-class separation. However the intra-class relationships are not explicitly
modelled, only implicitly modelled in that they must all be classified as positive by the SVM.
Whereas Chum et al. [23] explicitly modelled the intra-class relationships by looking at the dis-
tance between selected positive instances, however as mentioned before their use of inter-class
information is very weak. Deselaers et al. [28] on the other hand explicitly model both the intra-
and inter-class relationships.
Deselaers et al. [28] take a conditional random field (CRF) approach. A fully connected
graph is constructed where each node represent a window from a positive image (Fig. 2.12). The
connection between nodes ensures that the selected window from each image looks similar to
each other (minimise intra-class compactness). Given a current selection of windows, inter-class
information is modelled using a SVM on multiple different features. The inter-class information
ensures that windows selected as positives look different from all the negative windows (max-
imise inter-class difference). The tree-reweighted message passing algorithm [59] is used find
the approximate global optimum of the CRF model. Unlike approaches of [77] and [81], for [28]
a limited set of potential object locations in each image must be defined; these are the yellow
boxes in Fig. 2.12. The set of potential object locations can be defined using a generic object
detector (see section 2.5 for a review of generic object detectors).
2.2.3 Datasets
Most of the existing techniques for weakly supervised approaches were tested on fairly simple
datasets (Graz02 [79], Weizmann Horse [14], MSR Object dataset [111], Caltech [37], PASCAL
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Figure 2.12: The CRF model of Deselaers et al. [28]. Image from [28].
2006 subset [32]) where the object of interest dominates the image with little background or
uncluttered background (Fig. 2.13). In some approaches the scale, pose, and/or location is further
limited. For practical use, the weakly supervised learning of detectors must be able to work in
more realistic natural images where the object of interest will change in scale, pose, and location.
Methods by Deselaers et al. [28] and Pandey and Lazebnik [81] attempt weakly supervised
learning of detectors in a more challenging scenario using the PASCAL 2007 dataset which con-
tains objects of different scale in cluttered background. However, they report results on a subset
of the PASCAL 2007 dataset which consists of 6 classes with manual pose annotation or 14
classes again with manual pose annotation. On these subsets of the PASCAL 2007 dataset, Dese-
laers et al. [28] show that their approach significantly outperforms early approaches such as [90]
and [23]. As a result the methods presented in this thesis will be compared to [28] and [81] on
the subset of PASCAL 2007 dataset defined in [28]. However, the task of this thesis is to ad-
dress the problem of weakly supervised annotation without any manual pose annotation, as such
the methods presented here will analysed using all PASCAL 2007 classes without manual pose
annotation.
2.3 Weakly Supervised Learning for Action Detection
Very little work has been done on weakly supervised learning of action detectors because most
existing methods rely on single example query [58, 114] or cross data training [19, 119] for
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Figure 2.13: Results of annotating weakly labelled data by methods of Joulin et al. [56], Cao
and Li [19], Chum and Zisserman [23], Bilen et al. [11], Galleguillos et al. [41], and Russell et
al. [90]. Images from [56], [19], [23], [11], [41], and [90].
reducing manual annotation. Prest et al. [85] presented a method for action detection in still
images. However, for this thesis the interest is in detecting actions in videos so three works
which attempts to train an action detector for videos from weakly labelled data will be reviewed
here.
The first work on weakly supervised learning for action detection was not to reduce manual
annotation but for removing the human bias in manual annotation that was illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
The bias occurs due to annotators disagreeing on the spatio-temporal extend of the action. As
a result Hu et al. [50] used manual annotation of a point indicating the spatio-temporal position
of the person performing the action. At the manually annotated point, multiple spatio temporal
cuboids of different sizes are placed as potential action cuboids (Fig. 2.14). These potential
action cuboids are considered instances and a new MIL technique (variation on mi-SVM [7]) is
used to train a classifier that can classify bags (set of action cuboids at a single location) as the
action of interest or not and at the same time identify the instance (action cuboid) which contains
the action of interest. Annotating a point indicating the spatio-temporal location of the action is
certainly less work than annotating the full extend of the action however it is still more work than
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Figure 2.14: Instances defined by Hu et al. [50] for action detection. Cuboids of different sizes
are placed around the manually annotated spatio-temporal point where the action is occuring.
Image from [50].
simply annotating if a video contains the action or not.
Siva and Xiang [96] used a WSL approach for spatially localising the action of interest. They
require videos cropped to the duration of the action and camera calibration in the form of person
height to be provided. Action cuboids at all spatial locations are considered as instances where
the temporal length of the cuboid is the length of the video and spatial lengths are based on
person size calibration. Furthermore, a single manually annotated action cuboid is required. The
positive class, starting with the manually annotated action cuboid, is iteratively grown by adding
one action cuboid per iteration which minimises intra-class measure and maximises inter-class
measure. This method requires more annotation than a simple binary label and will not handle
large intra-class variations because the one manually annotated action cuboid heavily influences
all automatic annotations of action cuboid.
Finally the work by Bilen et al. [11] address the issue of temporal alignment through weak
supervision. Here, a fully supervised approach is taken but two latent variables are introduced to
crop the video to the temporal span where the action of interest occurs as illustrated in Fig. 2.15.
An iterative approach to learning the latent variables is proposed where the search space of the
latent variables go from coarse to fine at each iteration. This method only address the issue of
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Figure 2.15: Bilen et al. [11] embed the temporal location of the action as latent variables in a
SVM. Imag from [11].
temporal alignment where as this thesis address both temporal and spatial alignment. Further-
more, this coarse to fine iterative learning of latent parameters is not ideal because in complex
videos the true action of interest could be a small fraction of the positive training video. Result-
ing in the latent models learned at the initial coarse level to be useless as they are learned with
mostly background activities.
2.4 Multiple Instance Learning
As seen in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, many approaches [28,41,50,77] cast the WSL problem as a MIL
problem. As a result a brief review of MIL is presented here, readers are referred to [38, 122]
for a more detail review of different MIL techniques and [88, 124] for an investigation of the
relationship between supervised, semi-supervised, and MIL approaches.
Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) was first introduced by Dietterich et al. [30] for the prob-
lem of drug activity prediction. For MIL, data is represented as bags and each bag contains a
set of instances. Positive bags contain at least one positive instance and negative bags contain
only negative instances. The goal is to train a classifier that can classify a new test bag as pos-
itive or negative. While not required in the original formulation by Dietterich et al. [30], later
formulations [7] also allow for identifying instances in test bags as positive or negative.
Very early works on MIL [30,71,107,121] focused only on the original drug activity predic-
tion problem. However, MIL was quickly adapted for other computer vision problems such as
scene categorization [21,63,72], object recognition [7,39,40,123], text categorisation [7,17,53],
content based image retrieval [51,86,113], multiple label annotation [55,120], and activity recog-
nition [50, 98]. Of these scene categorisation, object categorisation, and activity recognition is
the most relevant to the problem of annotating weakly labelled data.
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(a) Scene Data (b) Object Data
Figure 2.16: Data used for MIL approach to scene and object cateogry recognition. Images
from [70] and [40].
For scene categorisation and object categorisation, images are bags and images of a specific
scene category (Fig. 2.16(a)) or object category (Fig. 2.16(b)) are considered positive bags and
all other categories are negative bags. There are many ways to define instances: 4-connected
grid patterns (Fig. 2.17(a)), image segments (Fig. 2.17(b)), and interest points (Fig. 2.17(c)). In
all three definitions, the percentage of positive instances in a bag is high and as a result many
existing methods take a density based approach. They attempt to find regions, in the feature
space, where there are many instances from the positive bags and few instances from the negative
bags [30, 71, 121]. These density based methods are not suitable for case of sparse positive
bags8. In the case of annotating weakly labelled data [28] there are 100 instances in each bag and
approximately 15 positive instance per bag.
Methods that specifically target one true positive instance per positive bags are of interest
for annotation of weakly labelled data. The MI-SVM algorithm of Andrews et al. [7] was one
of the early algorithms to consider only one positive instance per bag. They select the average
instance in each positive bag as the true positive instance and train a SVM. The SVM is then used
to select a single positive instance per positive bag which has the highest SVM score as the new
8Spares positive bags are bags with many instances of which very few instances true positives.
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(a) 4-Connected Grids [72] (b) Image Segments [21] (c) Key Points [21]
Figure 2.17: Different definitions of instances in MIL approach to scene and object categorisa-
tion. Images from [72] and [21].
positive instance. Training of SVM and selecting of new positive instance is iterated till there
are no change in the selected positive instances. This was the first algorithm to be adapted for
the annotation of weakly labelled object data [77]. There are two problems with MI-SVM: no
explicit modelling of intra-class information and ill-defined initialisation.
MI-SVM [7] explicitly models inter-class measure using the SVM and implicitly models the
intra-class measure as all positive instance must be on the same side of the SVM’s dividing hy-
perplane. However, recently a combinatorial methods for MIL [29,62] have been proposed where
both inter- and intra-class measures are explicitly modelled. Both [29] and [62] assume a sin-
gle positive instance per positive bag and minimize intra-class information (all positive instances
must look alike) and inter-class information (all positive instances must look different from neg-
ative instances). They find approximate solutions to this NP-hard combinatorial problem using
random forests [62] or conditional random fields (CRF) [29]. The CRF model of Deselaers et
al. [29] was successfully applied for annotating weakly labelled data [28].
Initial set of positive instances are needed in order to maximise the inter-class information
using max-margin classifiers [7, 28, 77]. For initial set of positive instances Andrews et al. [7]
suggest average of all instances in each positive bag. For annotating weakly labelled data, based
on the method by Andrews et al. [7], Nguyen et al. [77] used a window surrounding the entire
image as the positive instance. MIL algorithm can also be embedded in an annealing method [42,
50] so initial positive instances are allow to randomly change initially, this gives some robustness
to the selected initial instances. Finally, the initial set of instances can be select as those most
resembling each other (minimise intra-class measure) [28] or instances from each positive bag
that is the most different from negative instances [40] (maximise inter-class measure).
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(a) Image (b) Saliency Map (c) Potential Object Locations
Figure 2.18: Basic approach to generic object detection involves generating a saliency map from
the original image. Then salient regions are sampled from the saliency map as potential object
locations.
2.5 Generic Object Detection
Some window based approach to annotating objects in weakly labelled data [28] (see section
2.2.2) require a set of windows in an image indicating potential location of the object of interest.
Using all possible rectangular regions in images as potential object location results in millions of
windows per image. One way to limit the number of windows per image is to use generic object
detectors, which are typically developed to aid the detection of objects in a test image by limiting
the search space where the detector must be applied.
Generic object detectors attempt to find objects in images without looking for specific object
categories. This is typically accomplished by proposing salient regions in images as objects based
on the assumption that salient regions would correspond to objects and the non-salient regions
will be the background. An image of interest (Fig. 2.18(a)) is used to generate a saliency map
(Fig. 2.18(b)) which is an image where the intensity of each pixel corresponds to the probability
of the pixel belonging to the foreground. The saliency map is then used to generate connected
regions of high saliency as locations of objects (Fig. 2.18(c)). Methods to generate saliency maps
are reviewed in section 2.5.1 and methods for generating object locations from saliency maps are
reviewed in section 2.5.2. Finally method that go beyond the basic sampling of saliency maps
are reviewed in section 2.5.3.
2.5.1 Saliency Map Generation
The oldest avenue of work on saliency is for estimating human fixation points (saliency points)
in images. These works [47,52] are mainly inspired by biological vision and originates from the
feature-integration theory of attention [101] which suggested that the pre-attentive process of hu-
man visual system fuses independent local features such as colour, orientation, spatial frequency,
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(a) Overlapping Windows (b) Non-Overlapping Windows (c) Superpixels
Figure 2.19: Different patch definitions.
and brightness information to derive salient fixation points. The local nature of these approaches
are suited for estimating points of interest in an image but are ill-suited for finding regions of
interest which is needed for proposing location of foreground objects.
Other approaches includes graph based methods [47] and frequency based methods [49].
The frequency based method of Hou and Zhang [49] is very popular and it tends to isolate high
frequency regions (edges and points) in the image as salient and are only useful if the object of
interest is very small, almost a point, in the image. Image pyramid (multiple scales of the image)
can be used with [49] to allow for selection of larger objects [4]. However, recently patch based
approaches have been shown to be significantly better at providing salient regions. These patch
based techniques are reviewed in detail.
Patch Based Approach
There has been a surge of methods [1, 2, 15, 22, 43, 68, 83, 89] based on patch contrast. The
saliency of an image patch, a small sub-region of the image, is based on the uniqueness of the
patch relative to other patches in the image. How to define the patch, how to describe the patch,
and how to determine the uniqueness of the patch are the three questions addressed by the patch
based methods.
Patch Definition – Patches can be defined as square (N×N) windows [1, 15, 43, 68], Gaussian
weighted square (N×N) windows [2], or superpixels (over segmented regions) [22, 83, 89] as
shown in Fig. 2.19. The square window approaches requires less computation power, as no
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segmentation techniques are required to form superpixels, but they tend to loose structural in-
formation. Superpixels tend to preserve image structure because the edges of the superpixels
will correspond to edges in the image. Finally, the square windows can be overlapping [1, 2, 43]
or non-overlapping [15, 68]. Overlapping windows would result in higher computation costs as
more patches needs to be processed but unlike non-overlapping windows does not suffer from the
choice of where to place the patch boundary. Finally note that reducing the size of the patch to
N = 1 results in the pixel based scheme presented in [22]. However, with N = 1 spatial statistics
is lost.
Patch Descriptor – Most methods use colour as the feature of interest and as such each patch
is represented by the average colour [1, 2, 68, 83, 89], colour histogram [22], colour patch [43]
or sparse coding [15]9 along each colour channel. Typical CIELab [1, 2, 22, 43, 83, 89] colour
spaced is used but some methods do use RGB [15] or LUV [68] colour spaces. The different
patch descriptors have different behaviours. The use of average colour is computationally simple
but spatial variations and colour variations within a patch are lost. Where as colour histograms
can preserve colour variations but spatial variations are lost. Direct use of colour patches or the
use of sparse coding will preserve both spatial variations and colour variations but are more com-
putationally expensive as the vector representing the patch will be of higher dimension. Other
descriptors include texture based descriptors, for example SIFT [66] descriptors are used in [82],
but these are not widely used.
Patch Uniqueness – The uniqueness or saliency of a patch is inversely proportional the similarity
of the patch to other patches; a patch that is very similar to other patches is less salient than a
patch that is very different from other patches. Similarity of patches are obtained by matching a
patch p to a larger region R surrounding the patch as illustrated in Fig. 2.20. The larger region
R can be considered as a single patch [1] or can be composed of multiple patches [15]. The size
of R can vary and in many approaches extend to the entire image [2, 22, 43, 83]. The matching
criteria is typically the sum of the Euclidean distance between a patch descriptor and all other
patch descriptors in R; the sum can also be weighted with an exponential. In methods where R
is allowed to be the size of the image, the Euclidean distance between patch descriptors can be
weighted by the distance between the patches to control the relative weight of nearby and far
away patches [22,43,83]. In essence these approaches are a band pass filter where the frequency
9For sparse coding a dictionary must be learned from a set of random images.
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Figure 2.20: The saliency of a patch is based on how similar it is to other patches in region R,
where size of R is manually set. Here we demenstrate patch saliency using the average colour as
the feature for each superpixel patch.
of interest is a function of the patch size and the size of region R. The band pass nature of these
approaches will detect edges as more salient than the center of objects.
Two methods are used to compensate for missing the central region of the foreground object:
multiple scale analysis [43], and colour compactness [83,89]. In multiple scale analysis different
patch sizes are considered where the number of scales used must be manually set based on the
data. Colour compactness is based on the fact that foreground object tends to be a single compact
region where as background is spread to the full extend of the image. The spatial variation of all
patches with the same colour is computed and only patch colours with low spatial variance are
considered as salient. However, if multiple foreground objects of similar colour are spread over
the entire image the colour compactness assumption fails.
Computationally, distance from each patch to all other patches in R must be computed. This
results is an algorithm of the order NM where N is the number of patches in the image and M
is the number of patches in R, for the case when R is the size of the image the algorithm is of
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Figure 2.21: Use of annoted image corpus to compute saliency maps by Marchesotti et al. [69].
The salient object location in the retrieved images is known and used when creating the classifier.
Image obtained and modified from [69].
the order N2. Two main methods are used to speed up this computation. First, in the case of
average colour or sparse coding patch descriptors, histogram based speed up techniques can be
used [15, 22]. Second, instead of finding the distance from current patch to all patches in R, the
distance to the K most similar patches in R can be found using fast approximate nearest neighbour
techniques [43].
Use of Similar Images
All methods mentioned so far compute saliency based on a single image, however, two methods
[69,108] consider the use of other similar images when computing saliency of the image. Figure
2.21 outlines the method of Marchesotti et al. [69]. They use an auxiliary dataset of images
where the salient region/object is manually annotated. Given a new image, similar images from
the auxiliary dataset is retrieved. Using the retrieved images a classifier is trained to separate the
salient region from the background regions. This classifier is then applied to the new image to
obtain the salient region. However, this method requires the a set of annotated images which are
similar to potential test images.
Wang et al. [108] take an unsupervised approach to using other similar images (Fig. 2.22).
They have a very large set of unannotated auxiliary images. Given a new image, similar images
from the auxiliary dataset are retrieved. The retrieved images are then warped to match the new
image as closely as possible then a difference between the warped image and the new image is
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Figure 2.22: Use of image corpus in the computation of saliency map by Wang et al. [108]. For
a given image, similar images are found from a database (dictionary). The similar images are
warped to match the given image as closely as possible. The difference between the given image
and the warped images become the saliency map. Image from [108].
used as the saliency map. For this method to work the images retrieved from the auxiliary dataset
must be very similar to the new image. This might not always be feasible.
Instead of the supervised or image difference approaches we extend the patch based method
to use a set of similar image. That is we will consider patch uniqueness across similar images
(Chapter 5). In this way we do not require manual annotation data nor do we need almost identical
similar image.
2.5.2 Salient Region Sampling
Given a saliency map salient regions must be selected as potential object locations. The most
basic approach (Fig. 2.23) is to threshold the saliency map and select the connected regions as
potential object locations [49]. In this method large objects maybe split into several smaller
regions if the entire object is not detected as salient. Similar to the thresholding idea, some
methods [67] attempt to find a region that maximises the saliency. That is find a region in the
image that contains 95% of the saliency. While this method will not split large objects into
several smaller region it does assume there is a single salient object in the image. In between
thresholding and saliency maximisation are segmentation techniques [2] (Fig. 2.24). Here the
saliency maps are segmented and each segment represented with the average saliency of all pixels
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Figure 2.23: Saliency map is thresholded then connected blobs are selected as object locations
[49]. Image from [49].
Figure 2.24: Segmentation based thresholding for selecting object locations [2]. Image from [2].
within the segment. Then a threshold is applied to the segments. Again these method have
only been tested with one dominant foreground object. Furthermore, these methods assume
segmentation techniques can correctly segment the object of interest; for more realistic cluttered
images segmentation of the object is not possible.
Recently Alexe et al. [5] used random sampling of the saliency map. First, an extensive set
of rectangular regions of different sizes, aspect ratio, and location are considered. Then for each
region a saliency density is computed. Then the set of regions are randomly sampled based on the
saliency density. Instead of random sampling Feng et al. [36] showed non-maximum suppression
(NMS) sampling performs better and finding multiple objects. Sampling based on saliency den-
sity are suitable for images with multiple objects however the computation of saliency density
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must be made robust to size influences because if density is computed as sum of saliency within
a region divided by the region area then it will always favour a smaller region.
To avoid the problems with sampling saliency maps, Feng et al. [36] combine saliency com-
putation and sampling in one step. As in [5], Feng et al. [36] start with an extensive set of
rectangular regions of different size, aspect ratio, and locations. For each rectangular regions, a
saliency score is given based on how well the pixels insider the region can be reconstructed with
pixels outside the region. If the pixel contained in the region can not be reconstructed with the
pixels outside the region, then that region gets a higher saliency score. The rectangles are then
sampled using non-maximum suppression. While this method can handle large objects and small
object, it can not handle the presence of multiple similar objects because pixels within one object
can be constructed with pixels from other similar objects.
We perform a direct sampling of the saliency map, using NMS sampling similar to [6]. How-
ever, unlike [6] we do not learn a threshold on the saliency map using annotated data, instead we
define saliency density in a differential manner (Section 5.3.1) which encourages the selection of
locally maximum saliency regions.
2.5.3 Beyond Saliency
Several generic object detection methods [6, 87, 109] go beyond simply sampling saliency maps
by incorporate other features in a supervised approach. The work by Alexe et al. [6] start with
a random sampling of saliency map then incorporate additional features such as colour contrast,
edge density, and superpixels straddling to re-weight the sampled regions. The NMS sampling is
then used to sample the regions based on the new weights. Parameters for the features are turned
using an auxiliary manually annotated dataset and the different features are combined using a
Naive Bayes model learned from the auxiliary dataset.
Wang et al. [109] use several pre-existing salient object features defined by [64] and [54] to
train a random forest [16] classifier to determine if the image contains a salient object and then
random forest regression is used to locate the object. Rahtu et al. [87] also take a supervised
approach in which structured support vector machine (SVM) is used for combining different
feature and obtaining a ranked list of rectangular regions.
These methods are all supervised techniques and require an annotated dataset. Furthermore
many of these techniques are focused on getting high recall rate given hundreds or thousands of
regions. For weakly supervised annotation task it is desirable to get fairly high recall rate with
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the fewest possible regions proposed per image. As a result in this thesis these methods and a
new method will be analysed by looking at the precision-recall rate as a function of the number
of salient regions proposed per image.
2.6 Summary
Object and action detectors are typically trained with full supervision – using manually annotated
object/action location information. This puts a heavy burden on the user to provide sufficient ex-
amples of the object/action of interest, with manual annotation of object/action location in all
images/videos. Recently there has been an interest in weakly supervised approaches to training
object/action detectors which does not require manual annotation of object/action locations. In
weakly supervised approaches, the user provides binary labels indicating if image/video con-
tains the object/action of interest. As a result, weakly supervised approaches require algorithms
that can automatically annotate (locate) objects/actions in images/videos, then these automatic
annotation information is used to train object detectors in a fully supervised manner.
Most successful approaches to automatic annotation of weakly labelled data takes a multiple
instance learning approach. First, prior knowledge is used to limit the location of objects/actions
in images/videos; typically prior knowledge is based on image saliency. From these limited set of
possible locations, locations that look similar in all positive images (intra-class cue) and locations
that look different from all negative images (inter-class cue) are selected as the object of interest.
For automatic annotation of weakly labelled data, existing approaches either rely solely on intra-
class cues [90], or combine intra-class and inter-class cues [23,81], or combine prior knowledge,
intra-class, and inter-class cues [28]. Little work has been done on analysing the contribution of
each of these cues, or on the annotation of weakly labelled multiple pose data (without manual
annotation of pose), or on looking at model drift during iterative annotation of weakly labelled
data. This thesis will address these limitations in existing work. Mainly, each of the three cues,
prior-knowledge, inter-class, and intra-class, are investigated in turn and ways to improve the
annotation accuracies based on these three cues are developed. Furthermore, a framework for
iterative annotation of weakly labelled multiple pose data – without manual pose information –
is presented which will take into account possible drifts in the iterative annotation.
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Chapter 3
Fusing Inter and Intra Class Cues
The weakly supervised learning (WSL) approach to training detectors attempts to address two
sub-problems simultaneously: locating the objects of interest in each positive training image
(automated annotation of weakly labelled data), and training a detector based on the automatic
annotation results (detector training). This leads to a chicken-and-egg scenario. For automatic
annotation of objects, one needs a strong detector that captures the visual appearance of the target
object class. However, that strong detector can only be obtained by learning from accurately
annotated object data. In practice, one has to start somewhere, so an initial annotation is first
obtained independently from the detector; a detector is then trained with the annotation and used
as an annotator itself to refine the annotation, which in turn leads to the training of an improved
detector. In essence, WSL for object detection is similar to self-training [24] although the training
data is not completely unlabelled. It thus suffers from the model drift problem, that is, when
the initial annotation is inaccurate, or wrong annotations are introduced in the iterative learning
process, the model can drift away quickly. A similar problem is faced in detection-based object
tracking [45].
A new framework (Fig. 3.1) for weakly supervised training of object detectors is presented in
this chapter. This framework has two novel components. The first component is a new annotation
initialisation model which aims to give the iterative self-training process the best possible start.
This model explicitly accounts for the multi-modal object appearance distribution in a real-world
object detection task. The second novel component is a model drift detection method. Detecting
model drift using weakly labelled data is extremely difficult because the true object locations in
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Figure 3.1: A schema of the proposed approach.
the positive training set are not known. Without knowing the true object locations, it become
hard to determine when the model is drifting from the correct object. In this work we propose the
idea of high precision range (HPR) to measure change in the detection score distribution of the
instances selected by the current model and negative instances over consecutive iterations. We
show that HPR can detect sudden changes in the model between consecutive iteration indicating
a potential drift in the model being learned.
3.1 Initial Annotation
Annotation of weakly labelled images has recently been formulated as a multi-instance learning
[30] (MIL) problem in several papers [28, 50, 77]; we follow the same MIL approach. In a MIL
framework, there are positive and negative bags in the training set. Each bag contains a set of
instances such that a positive bag has at least one positive instance and a negative bag has no
positive instances. The aim of traditional MIL algorithms [30] is to obtain a classifier capable of
classifying a new test bag or a test instance as positive or negative. However, our aim is to use
the MIL techniques to determine the location of the object of interest in the training images. That
is, to determine which instances in the positive training bags are the positive instances.
For the problem of annotating weakly labelled data, the MIL terms are defined as (see Fig. 3.2
for illustration):
Positive Bags Images with the object of interest.
Negative Bags Images without the object of interest.
Instances Bounding boxes which represent potential object locations in the images.
Positive Instance An instance that overlaps1 the object of interest by at least 50%.
1Overlap is the intersection area divided by the union area; as defined by the PASCAL challenge [32]
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Figure 3.2: Weakly supervised annotation of images posed as a multi-instance learning problem.
Negative Instance An instance that overlaps with the object of interest by less than 50%.
Selected Instance An instance from the positive bag selected by a MIL algorithm as a positive
instance.
Mathematically, the following notations are used:
x j,i Instance i from positive bag j, where each bag has N instances and there are j = 1 . . .M pos-
itive bags. We do not know which of these instances are positive and which are negative.
All we know is that at least one instance per bag is positive.
Y = {y1, . . . ,yi, . . . ,yNM−} Set of negative instances. Unlike the instances from the positive
bags, for the negative bags we know all the instances are negative. As a result we rep-
resent all instances from all negative bags as set Y where M− is the number of negative
bags and N is the number of instances in each negative bag.
C = {x1, . . . ,xM} Set of one instance from each positive bag, such that x j ∈ {x j,1, . . . ,x j,N}.
All possible bounding boxes in an image can be potential object location (instances), however
the number of bounding boxes in an image can be in the millions. As a result we restrict the
bounding boxes considered per image using a generic object detector [5]. For each image we
select the top N bounding boxes, returned by the generic object detector [5], as instances. These
bounding boxes are only a crude guess on the location of generic objects and as such a large
number of generic object locations must be selected per image to ensure that our object of interest
is included in the detected generic object locations. To this end, we set N = 100, which is also
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the value used by [28]. The generic object detector [5] also returns an objectness value o j,i=1...N
for each proposed location; which is proportional to the likelihood of the proposed location being
an object.
Each instance needs to be represented as a feature vector (x j,i in positive images and yi in
negative images). For this task, a standard bag-of-words (BoW) representation is used. We
use regular grid scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors [66] quantized into 2000
codewords using k-means clustering. An instance is then represented by a BoW histogram of
2000 dimension.
Having defined instances and their feature representation, the goal is to select a set C∗ =
{x∗1, . . . ,x∗M} such that this set contains one instance from each positive training bag which cor-
responds to the true location of the object of interest. The selection of set C∗ is based on two
measures intra-class and inter-class. We consider two ways of using inter- and intra-class mea-
sures. First, in Section 3.1.1, we formulate inter- and intra-class measures independently before
fusing them at the score level. Second, in Section 3.1.2, we consider both inter- and intra-class
measures together as a combined selection problem.
3.1.1 Score Level Fusion (ScoreFuse)
In the inter-intra score level fusion, an intra-class score ( f (x j,i)) and inter-class score (g(x j,i)) are
developed then fused to select the optimal set C∗ = {x∗1, . . . ,x∗M}. The intra-class measure tries to
maximise the compactness of instances in C∗ (make them look similar). The inter-class measure
maximises the difference between C∗ and the true negative instances Y . The selection of x∗j is
then obtained as
x∗j = argmaxx j,i
[
(1− f ′(x j,i))+g′(x j,i)
]
(3.1)
where i = 1 . . .N, and both measures are normalised per bag:
f ′(x j,i) =
f (x j,i)−min f (x j,i=1...N)
max f (x j,i=1...N)−min f (x j,i=1...N) (3.2)
g′(x j,i) =
g(x j,i)−ming(x j,i=1...N)
maxg(x j,i=1...N)−ming(x j,i=1...N) (3.3)
Intra-Class Score f (x j,i)
The instances corresponding to the object of interest should look similar to each other. That is
all instances in a candidate solution C must look similar to other instances in C. Based on this an
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optimally compact set C′ can be selected by minimising the intra-class cost function
C′ = argmin
C ∑x j∈C
(
1−o j + 1K
K
∑
k=1
d (x j,Nk (x j,C− j))
)
(3.4)
where C = {x1, . . . ,xM} is a set with a single instance from each positive bag, C− j is set C ex-
cluding x j, o j is the objectness value returned by [5], Nk(x j,C− j) is the kth nearest neighbour of
x j in C− j, d(·, ·) is the distance between two instances as will be defined later, and K is a user set
parameter. Due to the use of objectness in Eq. (3.4), this cost function can not be considered as a
pure intra-class measure because objectness is a prior knowledge cue given by the generic object
detector [5]. However, since no inter-class cues are used in Eq. (3.4), we will refer to Eq. (3.4)
as an intra-class measure.
The use of K is similar to the use of K in a k-nearest-neighbour classifier [12] and better
allows us to handle the case where the set C is composed of multi-modal data. In particular,
when there are multiple modes in the object appearance, caused by for example viewing angle,
the positive instance will naturally form clusters in a feature space. Our formulation, based on
measuring distance between K nearest neighbouring instances, naturally encourages instances
from multiple clusters being selected. This is in contrast to other formulation such as that in [28]
where the positive instances are assumed to form a fully connected graph.
Our cost function in Eq. (3.4) is similar to the standard energy minimization formulation [60],
with the exception that in our intra-class cost the distance d (x j,Nk (x j,C− j)) relies on which
instances are currently part of C. As a result d(x j,i) (cost for selecting instance i from bag j as
a potential positive instance) is not a constant and we cannot easily employ the standard linear
program (LP) relaxation or graph cut [60] methods typically used for minimization. Instead, we
use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [44] to minimize the cost function (Eq. (3.4)). Other MIL methods
[50, 62] have also relied on meta-heuristics such as Simulated or Deterministic Annealing for
minimizing their cost functions.
The genetic algorithm [44] is an evolutionary algorithm that selects the optimal solution using
techniques inspired by evolution. An initial population of candidate solutions (Cs) is randomly
selected then the population evolves through reproduction and random mutation towards the
optimal solution. In our implementation the population size is always fixed and is initialised
randomly. At each generation (iteration) the current population is used to create children who
form the next population. Three types of children are created: elite children, crossover children,
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and mutated children.
Elite children are direct copy of individuals in the current population with the best fitness
value (fitness function is in Eq. 3.4). In our implementation 5% of the new population is com-
posed of elite children, that is the top 5% of individuals in the current population with the best
fitness value are copied to the new population.
A crossover child Cchild is created from two parents CP1 and CP2 as follows:
CP1 = {xP11 , . . . ,xP1m ,xP1m+1, . . . ,xP1N }
CP2 = {xP21 , . . . ,xP2m ,xP2m+1, . . . ,xP2N }
Cchild = {xP11 , . . . ,xP1m ,xP2m+1, . . . ,xP2N }
where 1 < m < N is randomly selected. In our implementation 80% of the new population is
composed of crossover children. The parents are selected with replacement from the current
population based on their fitness values. That is individuals from current population with better
fitness values will have higher chance of being selected as parents.
A mutated child is created from a single parent by randomly changing the selected instance
from bag i with a probability of Pmutate = 10%. That is we iterate through each of i = 1 . . .N
bags and change the selected instance for that bag xi with a probability of Pmutate; we ensure
that a mutated child has at least one instance that is changed. In our implementation 15% of the
new population is composed of mutated children. The parents are, as in crossover, selected with
replacement from the current population based on their fitness values.
Two stopping criteria are used for the genetic algorithm: number of generation and stall
generations. Number of generation puts an upper bound on the number of times the population
evolves. Stall generation puts a limit on the number of times the fitness value doesn’t change
between generations.
By minimising Eq. (3.4) using the GA, the approximate optimal set C′ can be obtained based
on intra-class measure, without considering inter-class measure. However, our task is to develop
an intra-class measure f (x j,i) that can be used to evaluate any given instance in a bag. To this
end we define the intra-class measure for any instance x j,i as the distance of the instance x j,i to
the optimal set C′ obtained from Eq. (3.4). That is:
f (x j,i) = 1−o j,i+ 1K
K
∑
k=1
d
(
x j,i,Nk
(
x j,i,C′
))
(3.5)
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where f (x j,i)measures how far an instance x j,i is from the ideal set C′, o j,i is the objectness value,
d(·, ·) is the distance between two instances, Nk(x j,i,C′) is the kth nearest neighbour of x j,i in C′,
and K is the same value used for Eq. (3.4). f (x j,i) is then used in Eq. (3.2) as the intra-class
score.
Instance Distance d(xa,xb)
Each instance is described by a BoW histogram and as such many different distance measures,
such as Euclidean, Manhattan, or Histogram Intersection, can be used. However, a limitation of
a BoW representation is that it does not take into account the aspect ratio of the window in which
the histogram is computed, which is important to distinguish objects of same class but different
viewpoints. To account for this we define the distance between two image windows (instances)
xa and xb as
d(xa,xb) =
‖xa−xb‖2
γ +
(
1− exp
( |Ra−Rb|
λ
))
, (3.6)
where xa and xb are the BoW histograms, Ra and Rb are the aspect ratio of the two instances,
‖ · ‖2 is the L2 norm, and γ and λ are normalization factors. We obtain γ for each class as the
median distance ‖ xa−xb ‖2 of all pairwise combination of instances in the positive training bags.
λ is obtained by fitting an exponential over the histogram of | Ra−Rb | on all pairs of instances
in the positive bags in all classes.
Inter-Class Score g(x j,i)
The inter-class score g(x j,i) is used to measures how different positive instances are from all neg-
ative instances. To model the inter-class score, we need a representation of the positive instances
in each positive bag, which we do not know. Nguyen et al. [77] approximated the positive in-
stance as the entire image, this is inappropriate given large scale changes and background clutter.
Instead, we exploit the nature of the generic object boxes returned by [5] and the BoW represen-
tation, to come up with a simple approximation of the positive instances.
First, consider two overlapping bounding boxes as in Fig. 3.3. If we take the average of the
BoW representation of the two bounding boxes we end up reducing the influence of the code-
words outside of the overlapped area. As a result if we take the average of the BoW histograms of
several overlapping bounding boxes, the resulting BoW histogram will represent the overlapped
region.
Second, consider the distribution of the generic object bounding boxes returned by [5]. The
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Figure 3.3: Averaging behaviour of BoW representation. An image with three feature points and
its corresponding codeword is shown. The unnormalised BoW histograms of the two bounding
boxes are illustrated above the image. Notice when averaging the BoW histogram of the two
bounding boxes, the resulting histogram describes the overlapping region and down weights the
non-overlapped regions.
boxes tend to overlap heavily around the correct object of interest and lightly on the background
[5]. We illustrate this in Fig. 3.4 by highlighting the number of time a pixel is included in the top
one-hundred bounding boxes returned by [5]. Fig. 3.4(a) shows an example where the resulting
overlapped region highlights the object of interest. However, as shown in Figs. 3.4(b)&(c), when
multiple objects co-existing in an image, the overlapped region does not necessarily corresponds
to the object of interest. We will see empirically (Section 3.4.1) that in each class there are
enough cases like Fig. 3.4(a) to learn a meaningful inter-class score.
Based on the overlapping nature of generic object boxes and the averaging behaviour of BoW
histograms, we approximate the positive instance in each positive bag as:
µ j =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
x j,i (3.7)
We then train a SVM to find the boundary between the average histograms µ j=1...M and all the
negative instances Y . To overcome the imbalance in the number of positive and negative in-
stances we employ the negative mining technique of [35]. Normalized histogram intersection is
used as the SVM kernel. The resulting SVM score is then used as the inter-class score g(x j,i) of
Eq. (3.1).
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Figure 3.4: Pixels included in the top 100 generic object bounding boxes are highlighted. High
intensity indicates pixels included in most generic object bounding boxes.
3.1.2 Set Level Fusion (SetFuse)
In the last section the weakly labelled images were annotated by scoring each potential object lo-
cation using an inter-class measure and intra-class measure, then fusing the scores using Eq. (3.1).
However, note that the intra-class measure involves finding a maximally compact set C′ by min-
imising the cost function in Eq. (3.4) composed of intra-class cue. If the cost function in Eq. (3.4)
is augmented with the inter-class cue then a maximally compact set that is equally far from the
negative instances can be found. As a result for the set level fusion (SetFuse) approach the
optimal set C∗ is obtained as:
C∗ = argmin
C ∑x j∈C
(
1−g(x j)
γ−
+1−o j + 1K
K
∑
k=1
d (x j,Nk (x j,C− j))
)
(3.8)
where g(x j) is the SVM based inter-class score, γ− is a scaling factor obtained as the median
of all positive instance SVM score, C = {x1, . . . ,xM} is a set with a single instance from each
positive bag, C− j is set C excluding x j, o j is the objectness value returned by [5], Nk(x j,C− j)
is the kth nearest neighbour of x j in C− j, d(·, ·) is the distance between two instances, and K is
a user set parameter. The same genetic algorithm used to solve Eq. (3.4) is used to solve this
equation.
3.2 Detector Training
After an initial positive set C∗ is selected, a detector is trained iteratively. We use the part-based
detector of [35] because it has performed very well on the PASCAL challenge and is designed to
address the multi-modal problem in object detection by learning several part-based models based
on different aspect ratios. After training the part-based detector using the selected instances C∗,
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of model drift detection. a) Typical distributions of detector scores of
selected and negative instances. c) When a stronger model is learned, the high precision score
range (HPR) will increase. b) When a model drift occurs a decrease in HPR is expected.
the detector is then run on each positive training image and the image window with the highest
detection score is selected as the new object window. The detector is then retrained with the new
set of positive windows. At each iteration, model drift is measured to determine whether the
iteration should be terminated. If no model drift is detected, the iteration will terminate when the
annotation result converges, i.e. same set of instances are selected.
3.3 Model Drift Detection
Similar to adaptive object tracking, model drift can amplify itself resulting in model failure.
Detecting model drifting is challenging in WSL of object detectors. This is because without
knowing where the positive object instances are located in each positive bag, it is impossible to
measure directly whether a stronger object detector has been obtained after each iteration. It is
possible to measure drift indirectly by utilising only the weak labels for the training data. This
is achieved through measuring, over consecutive iterations, the change in the difference between
the detector score distribution on the selected instances, and that on negative instances in the
negative bags.
More specifically, in the first iteration the initial annotation (Section 3.1.1) used for the posi-
tive set would not be very accurate because no detector is involved in the initial annotation model.
We thus expect the detector score distribution for the positive set C∗ to have a fair amount of over-
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lap with that of the negative set, composed of randomly sampled instances from the negative bags.
Note that the latter is accurate whilst the former is only an approximation as C∗ inevitably con-
tains inaccurate annotations. The two distributions can be estimated by constructing histograms
of the detector scores. Typical distributions of the two sets are illustrated in Fig. 3.5(a).
After each iteration if the model is getting stronger, we expect the detector to favour those
instances that appear similar to the high scoring selected instances from the previous iteration.
This will affect the positive and negative detection scores in that there will be less overlap be-
tween the two distributions and a higher separation between the positive and negative detector
score as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(c). In contrast, when the model starts to drift towards some other
objects or common background areas in the positive images, the high scoring selected instances
from the previous iteration will no longer have high detector scores. This will result in higher
overlap between the two distributions as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b). We can thus detect model drift
by monitoring how the overlap between the two distributions changes over iterations.
More precisely, we measure the overlap using a high precision range (HPR) measure, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.5. HPR is computed as:
HPR = S+1−θ −S−θ (3.9)
where S+1−θ is the detection score of the selected instances at a recall rate of 1− θ and S−θ is
the score of negative instances at a precision value of θ . θ is a value that should be set close
to 1. Obviously both the recall and precision rates are computed by assuming that the selected
instances, by the current model, are correct. Since this assumption is generally invalid in practice,
both S+1−θ and S
−
θ are only approximations. However, since they are computed from distributions
estimated from large number of instances, they are fairly robust against annotation errors as
suggested by our experiments.
3.4 Experiments
We evaluate our approach on its ability both to automatically annotate a training set and to de-
tect objects of interest in a test set. Unless otherwise indicated “our method” will refer to the
score level fusion (ScoreFusion) method. Comparison of score level and set level fusion will be
presented at the end of this section.
Datasets and settings – We used two versions of the PASCAL 2007 dataset [32]: PASCAL07 and
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PASCAL07-6x2. PASCAL07 is used to test our framework’s ability to handle multi-modal (multi-
viewpoints) data and contains all 20 classes of the PASCAL dataset. PASCAL07-6x2 is used to
compare our approach with the approach of [28]. PASCAL07-6x2 dataset uses the left and right
views of the classes aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bus, horse, and motorbike, for a total of 12 classes.
Deselaers et al. [28] also proposed the PASCAL07-ALL dataset consisting of 14 classes with four
views – left, right, front, and rear – treated as independent classes, we will not compare with
this subset because in this thesis we are interested in developing weakly supervised methods for
training object detectors using only manual annotation of the presence or absence of the object of
interest. As a result we use PASCAL07 dataset for most of our analysis and use PASCAL07-6x2
dataset, which requires manual annotation of object presence and object pose, only to show that
our method is comparable to existing methods, when using additional annotations.
For all our experiments, we fixed our nearest neighbour parameter in Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), and
(3.8) to K = 5 and θ in Eq. (3.9) to 0.95. The detector is trained using the default parameters
of [35]. For the PASCAL07-6x2 dataset we trained a single component model per class and for
the PASCAL07 dataset we trained a three component model per class (to account for multiple
poses).
For annotation we report the correct detection rate in the training set and for detection we
report the average precision (AP) on the testing set as defined by the PASCAL challenge [32].
For both annotation and detection an object is considered as correctly localised/detected if the
overlap is greater than 50%. Following standard practice [28, 35, 81], comparisons to alternative
approaches are made using the average accuracy over all classes in the dataset. In addition
to the standard practice, for completeness, we also report the 95% confidence interval (CI) on
the percentage change between compared algorithms. Since all datasets used have less than 30
classes (30 samples), the CI is computed using the t-distribution [13] to account for the low
number of samples.
∆¯± (t critical value) s√
Nc
(3.10)
where ∆¯ is the average change in performance over all classes, s is the standard deviation of
change over all classes, and Nc is the number of classes. When interpreting the CI it must be
noted that each class accuracy is based on a set of images and each class has different number of
images.
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Competitors – We compare our score level fusion approach (ScoreFuse) to the approaches of:
Nguyen et al. [77] We implemented the approach of Nguyen et al. [77] for comparison on the
PASCAL07 datasets. In this method the entire positive image is assumed to be the initial
selected instance. A SVM on the BoW histogram is trained using the current selected
instances. The SVM is used as a detector on the positive images and the highest scoring
detection is used as the new selected instance. The SVM training and instance selection is
repeated till the selected instance converges.
MI-SVM [7] The method of Nguyen et al. [77] is a variation on the MI-SVM of Andrew et
al. [7] where Nguyen et al. [77] use the entire positive image as the initial selected instance
and Andrew et al. [7] suggest that the mean of all instances in the positive bag should be
used as the initial selected instance. We also implement MI-SVM approach, where the
mean instance is used as the initial selected instance.
Weak Detector To show the usefulness of strong detector (considered to be at least a part based
model) in iterative annotating we also use a SVM using normalised histogram intersection
kernel on the BoW histograms. As in the case of our strong detector (Deformable Part
Model [35]), we train the BoW SVM initialised with ScoreFuse.
Deselaers et al. [28] Deselaers et al. [28] use a fully connected conditional random field where
the pairwise potential is the similarity between selected instances using distance between
multiple features and the unary potential is the sum of objectness [6] and a SVM learned
from the current selected instances. They iterate between solving the CRF and learning
model parameters, such as the SVM. We report the results they presented in [28].
Russell et al. [90] Segmentation based technique where starting with multiple segments of each
positive image, a set of segments that look similar are selected from the positive images.
We report the numbers as reported in Deselaers et al. [28].
Chum et al. [23] Chum and Zisserman [23] iteratively select the most similar bounding boxes
in positive images where distance between positive bounding boxes are obtained by a
weighted BoW distance. The weights for the BoW distance is obtained by determining
the frequency of words that occur in current selected instances relative to all the negative
instances. As in the method of Nguyen et al. [77], Chum and Zisserman [23] assume the
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Class
Our Initialization Our Final Annotation Competitors Weak Detector
Intra Inter ScoreFuse Detector Detector + MI-SVM Nguyen et al. Without WithC′ (SVM) C∗ Model Drift [7] [77] Model Drift Model Drift
aeroplane 31.1 41.2 45.4 42.4 42.4 37.8 30.7 37.4 40.3
bicycle 18.5 17.7 20.6 49.0 46.5 17.7 16.5 22.6 22.6
bird 25.2 28.2 29.7 18.2 18.2 26.7 23.0 28.5 32.1
boat 13.8 13.3 12.2 08.8 08.8 13.8 14.9 13.3 13.8
bottle 03.3 05.3 04.1 02.5 02.9 04.9 04.9 05.3 05.7
bus 31.2 35.5 37.1 40.9 40.9 34.4 29.6 38.2 38.7
car 26.7 33.0 41.0 49.0 73.2 33.7 26.5 38.6 39.1
cat 42.1 50.1 53.4 35.0 44.8 46.6 35.3 49.3 51.6
chair 06.7 05.4 06.5 07.4 05.4 05.4 07.2 07.4 07.6
cow 28.4 30.5 31.9 28.4 30.5 29.8 23.4 31.2 32.6
diningtable 24.0 16.0 20.5 16.5 19.0 14.5 20.5 16.5 17.0
dog 33.3 36.1 40.9 27.1 34.0 32.8 32.1 37.8 42.8
horse 30.7 38.7 37.3 48.8 48.8 34.8 24.4 39.7 40.4
motorbike 34.7 44.1 46.5 65.3 65.3 41.6 33.1 46.5 48.2
person 14.3 20.6 22.3 08.2 08.2 19.9 17.2 23.9 23.9
pottedplant 09.4 11.4 10.2 10.6 09.4 11.4 12.2 11.8 13.1
sheep 26.0 25.0 27.1 16.7 16.7 25.0 20.8 27.1 27.1
sofa 25.3 23.6 32.3 32.3 32.3 23.6 28.8 27.1 28.8
train 42.9 47.9 49.0 54.8 54.8 45.2 40.6 49.8 50.6
tvmonitor 10.6 08.6 09.8 05.5 05.5 08.6 07.0 09.0 09.4
Average 23.9 26.6 28.9 28.4 30.4 25.4 22.4 28.1 29.3
Table 3.1: Training set annotation results (%) for PASCAL07.
entire image is the initial selected instance. We report the numbers as reported in Deselaers
et al. [28].
3.4.1 Automated Annotation Results
Comparison on PASCAL07 – Table 3.1 shows that averaged across all 20 classes our method
achieves a performance increase of 8% compared to the method in [77], with a 95% CI of 1% to
15%. The main reasons for the poor performance of [77] are due to the use of the entire image
to initialise the iterative training and not detecting model drift.
An interesting comparison is our method to MI-SVM. Note that the iterative process of MI-
SVM was initialised with the average of the generic object boxes. In our method we also use
the average generic object boxes in the inter-class measure but we combine that with the intra-
class measure. We see that our method outperforms MI-SVM by 5% due to the use of intra-class
measure, model drift, and a strong detector. However, the 95% CI is −1% to 11%. Similarly on
the PASCAL07-6x2 subset our approach outperforms MI-SVM by 10.6% with a 95% of −2.5%
to 23.6%. The lower bound on the CI is slightly below zero, as such it hard to interpret if our
approach is better than MI-SVM. However, the large range in the CI indicates that our framework
is particularly well suited for some classes, as seen by the large annotation accuracy boost on
classes such as bicycle, car, and motorbike. These are rigid classes and the deformable part
based model of [35] (used in our framework) is well suited for modelling rigid classes.
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Difference in the use of a strong detector in the form of the deformable part model [35] vs a
weak detector like a BoW SVM is also seen in Table 3.1. The strong detector has a 1% increase
in performance but has a 95% CI is between −5% to 7%. Again this can be attributed to the
difference in the types of classes. For example, consider birds and bicycles; birds are highly
deformable in that they have large variation in their articulated pose where as bicycle tend to be
more rigid. As a result, our strong detector which is more suited for rigid object detection (due
to the feature and model representation used) has better performance on bicycle than bird.
Examples of annotation results using the different methods are given in Fig. 3.6. In particular,
Figs. 3.6(a) & (b) shows that the proposed method is able to detect objects at different viewpoints
more accurately than the two compared methods. As seen in Fig. 3.6(f) if the object of interest
occupies the entire image, [77] has the best performance because it is biased toward choosing
the full image as the object of interest because it was initialised with the full image. Fig. 3.6(g),
shows that when the object of interest is relatively large and is the only foreground object, MI-
SVM [7] has the best performance as most of the generic object boxes will be distributed greatly
over the single foreground object. Finally if the object of interest is very small and low contrast,
like the sheep in Fig. 3.6(i), all three methods fail.
Model Drift Detection – Table 3.1 shows the effectiveness of model drift detection in our
method; with model drift detection a small increase of 2% (95% CI of −1% to 5%) in the an-
notation accuracy is observed. The lower end of the CI is slightly below 0% and the upper end
is higher, this indicates that the model drift detection is only helping in some classes. In fact we
see model drift occurred in 9 out of the 20 classes and our model drift detection has a positive
impact on 6 of them. Importantly, the influence of model drift detection is drastic in classes such
as car where the accuracy increases from 49% to 73%.
To gain some insight into our model drift detection we plot the annotation accuracy and HPR
values against the iteration number in Fig. 3.7. The car class (Fig. 3.7(a)) clearly demonstrates the
need for model drift detection. The annotation accuracy of the car class increases in the first two
iterations then starts to decrease. Visually the detector bounding boxes starts to converge to the
correct localisation then diverge to include the background scene as shown in Fig. 3.7(b). In this
case we want to stop the iterations when the model starts drifting from the correct localisation.
We can see from Fig. 3.7(a) our HPR measure has a linear relationship with the annotation
accuracy, as a result when the HPR measure starts to decrease our approach correctly predicts
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(a) Motorbike (b) Motorbike (c) Bicycle
(d) Car (e) Cow (f) Aeroplane
(g) Cat (h) Boat (i) Sheep
Figure 3.6: Examples of training image annotation.
that the model is starting to drift and stops the iterative learning. In some cases such as of bicycle
and pottedplant (Fig. 3.7(c) and 3.7(d)), both the annotation accuracy and the HPR measure begin
to converge to a constant value. When this occurs the sign of the change in HPR over consecutive
iteration is not reliable because in effect we are doing a derivative of a noisy line with zero slope.
As a result, our model drift prediction is not guaranteed to stop when the annotation accuracy is
at a high value. However, we can see that in these cases the difference in annotation accuracy
when the iteration begin to converge is small compare to the increase seen at the start. Therefore,
the error caused by our model drift prediction failure will be small.
Combining Intra- and Inter-Class Measures – Table 3.1 also shows the effectiveness of fusing
the intra and inter-class scores (ScoreFuse) for initial annotation. A noticeable improvement
is obtained when the two measures are combined. The fused result has a 2.3% (95% CI of
1.0% to 3.6%) increase from inter measure alone and 5% (95% CI of 2% to 7%) increase from
intra measure alone. To give some insight, we illustrate some of the initial annotation results in
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Figure 3.7: Model drift detection. (a),(c),(d) Plots of annotation and HPR vs iteration for the car,
bicycle and potted plant classes. (b) Annotation box change over different iterations for car.
Fig. 3.8. Inter and intra measures provide different annotation bounding boxes as seen in Fig. 3.8.
Fig. 3.8 Column 1 shows an example where by fusing the two measures, correct annotation is
obtained even when each measure alone selects a wrong instance. When one of the inter or intra-
class measure annotates the object correctly the fusion is weighted towards the correct measure
(Fig. 3.8 Column 2). However, the downside of fusing the measures, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8
Column 3, happens when one of the measures selects the wrong instance with a high confidence
value.
Comparison on PASCAL07-6x2 – We compare our approach with that of Deselaers et al. [28]
using the PASCAL07-6x2 dataset. Table 3.2 summarizes the annotation results of our algorithm as
well as two other methods [90] and [23] reported in [28]. Our annotation accuracy is nearly dou-
ble that of Russell et al. [90] and Chum et al. [23] and is within 1% of Deselaers’ approach [28].
Note that this is achieved without fusing more than one feature, and tuning fewer parameters.
More importantly we do not need a meta training data set consisting of multiple classes of fully
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Figure 3.8: Effectiveness of fusing intra-class and inter-class measures for initial annotation.
ScoreFuse Detector Detector + Deselaers et al. *Russell et al. *Chum et al. Pandey Pandey Crop
C∗ Model Drift [28] [90] [23] [81] [81]
Average 40 47 49 50 20 29 59 61
* As reported in [28]
Table 3.2: Average training set annotation results (%) for PASCAL07-6x2.
annotated images for parameter tuning. However, we do use the generic object detector of [5]
which was trained using 50 annotated images, but that is less than the data used in [28]. In
Chapter 5 we will look at unsupervised alternatives to the generic object detector of [5].
Comparison of Score Level Fusion vs Set Level Fusion – Comparison of the score level fusion
(ScoreFuse) and set level fusion (SetFuse) approaches are presented in Table 3.3. The results are
very similar, however, for the set level fusion, the weight between inter-class score and intra-class
score is much more sensitive. The use of median inter-score is needed to rescale the inter-class
score range to something comparable to the intra-class score range (Eq. (3.8)). For the score level
fusion, we can simply rescale the score of all instances in each positive bag between zero and
one (Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3)), thus ensuring equal weight between inter and intra class cues.
3.4.2 Detection Results
High annotation accuracy on training images will not matter if it does not result in good detec-
tion performance. After all it is the detection performance on unseen images that one is after.
Table 3.4 compares the detection average precision (AP) of our detector trained with weakly su-
pervised (WS) training set vs the detector trained with fully supervised (FS) training set on the
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ScoreFuse SetFuse
aeroplane 45.4 42.4
bicycle 20.6 21.8
bird 29.7 28.5
boat 12.2 16.0
bottle 04.1 05.7
bus 37.1 36.6
car 41.0 35.6
cat 53.4 51.6
chair 06.5 05.6
cow 31.9 30.1
diningtable 20.5 22.0
dog 40.9 39.0
horse 37.3 41.0
motorbike 46.5 45.2
person 22.3 14.1
pottedplant 10.2 11.7
sheep 27.1 28.4
sofa 32.3 28.4
train 49.0 49.5
tvmonitor 09.8 08.9
Average 28.9 28.2
Table 3.3: Comparison of inter-intra score level fusion (ScoreFuse) and inter-intra set level fusion
(SetFuse) methods.
aeroplane bicycle bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow diningtable dog horse
WSL .134 .440 .031 .031 .000 .312 .439 .071 .001 .093 .099 .015 .294
FSL* [35] .296 .573 .101 .171 .252 .478 .550 .184 .216 .247 .233 .112 .576
motorbike person pottedplant sheep sofa train tvmonitor Average
WSL cont. .383 .046 .001 .004 .038 .342 .000 .139
FSL* [35] cont. .478 .421 .122 .186 .319 .445 .409 .319
* FSL results obtained using the pre-trained model provided with version 4 of the deformable part based model [35] code.
Table 3.4: Weakly supervised vs fully supervised learning detection results for PASCAL07.
PASCAL 2007 test data. Our WSL approach is able to achieve a mean AP, over the 20 classes, of
0.139 compared to a mean AP of 0.319 for the FS approach; that is, our WS approach’s perfor-
mance is about 44% of the FS approach. More interestingly we see that 4 of the classes, train,
motorbike, car, and bicycle, achieve an AP that is close to the FS detector, that is, over 75% of the
FS detector performance with an average annotation accuracy of 53%. Furthermore, a total of 6
classes, achieved a performance greater than 50% of the FS detector with an average annotation
accuracy of 50%. In general, it is noted that when the FS detector performs strongly, the gap
between a WS detector and a FS detector becomes smaller (see Fig. 3.9). The tvmonitor class
is an exception, the FS detector performs very well on this class but the WS detector performs
poorly. The main reason for this is that our initial annotation algorithm performs very poorly on
the tvmonitor class (Table 3.1) because SIFT descriptors can not effectively model the smooth
rectangular structure of tvmontiors. Some examples of detection results are shown in Fig. 3.10.
This is a very encouraging result. This shows that when a FS detector performs reasonably
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Figure 3.9: Weakly supervised average precision / Fully supervised average precision vs fully
supervised average precision.
Figure 3.10: Detection results on the PASCAL 2007 test data.
well for a class, i.e. an average precision of around 0.45, there is little gap between the FSL
approach and our WSL approach. Since strong detectors are being improved constantly, one
would expect the effectiveness of our approach to become more obvious as stronger detectors
become available. In addition, there may exist different detectors that perform better on different
object classes.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented a framework for the challenging task of training an object detector
from weakly labelled data. Our framework includes a novel initialisation routine that is able
to provide a good initial annotation for the iteratively training an object detector. The iterative
training of the detector is stopped automatically by a new mechanism for determining when the
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detector drifts away from the objects of interest. For some of the PASCAL 2007 classes, our
weakly supervised learning framework is able to train a detector that can achieve a detection
accuracy comparable to that of a fully supervised detector.
While this is a promising results for the weakly supervised training of object detectors using
weakly labelled training data (only binary label indicating the presence or absence of the object of
interest), there are still several questions that need to be answer. For example, the initialisation of
the iterative training of the detector is not very well explored. For the initialisation inter-class and
intra-class cues are combined assuming that the two cues are equally weighted, but which of these
are more reliable and why? For the inter-class measure an assumption is made that the average
instance per bag is a fair approximation of the positive instance due to the overlapping nature
of the generic object proposals, can this assumption be removed to allow the use of our method
for other tasks where this behaviour does not hold (for example weakly supervised training of
action detectors)? In an attempt to answer these questions, we explore the initial annotation step
in more detail in the next chapter and expand the method to an action dataset.
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Chapter 4
Negative Mining
Classical multiple instance learning (MIL) approaches [21, 71] and the method presented in the
previous chapter make use of two different types of information to train a classifier: intra-class
and inter-class. Intra-class information concerns the positive instances. The information is typ-
ically exploited by enforcing that the selected instances look similar to each other. In contrast
inter-class information refers to the difference in appearance between positive and negative in-
stances. This information is normally used by introducing a constraint that all selected instances
look dissimilar to the negative instances. In the case of automatic annotation of object loca-
tions [28] the third type of information, prior knowledge, is often exploited in the form of image
saliency. Saliency refers to knowledge about the appearance of foreground objects, i.e. things [3],
regardless of the class of object to which they belong. Saliency may capture generic knowledge
regarding the typical size and location of objects in photos, or express a relationship between the
strength of image edges and the location of object bounding boxes [5]. Saliency is typically used
to prune the space of possible object a priori, allowing us to consider a reduced set of possible
locations. The measure of saliency itself can also be used for selecting instances.
In this chapter, we ask a question: “Which of intra- and inter-class information is more useful
in practice?” A close examination of a widely used benchmarking dataset, PASCAL 2007 [32],
can give us some hints. A typical class in this dataset has approximately 300 associated images
containing a specific object class and 4,700 images not containing that object. If a saliency
measure extracts 100 candidate object locations per image, we get 470,000 strongly labelled
negative instances. From the 300 positive images, the saliency measure proposes 100 instances
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apiece and the algorithm chooses one per image. Furthermore, object locations proposed by the
saliency measure may not include the true object location in some positive images1. Therefore,
we have an intra-class distance based upon < 300 similar instances selected by the algorithm in a
high-dimensional feature space vs. an inter-class distance based upon 470,000 strongly labelled
instances in the same high-dimensional space. For object detection, the feature spaces tend to
have thousands, or even hundreds of thousands of dimensions. When using an RBF kernel, or
nearest neighbour classifier in such high dimensional feature spaces, the coverage provided by
470,000 labelled negative instances provides substantially more useful inter-class information
than the intra-class information provided by the 300 selected instances.
This simple observation motivates our approach, which only makes use of the inter-class
information (strongly labelled negative examples), and is referred to as negative mining. By
combining negative mining with existing saliency measures [5] we are able to produce a classifier
that outperforms the majority of existing approaches to automatic annotation of image and video,
and can be readily integrated with many of them.
In this chapter we show:
1. How strongly labelled negative data can be used to create a state-of-the-art classifier, by-
passing the problem of resolving complex interdependencies between the positive bags.
2. How our classifier can be fused with several existing MIL based automatic annotation
approaches to improve the existing methods.
A formal definition of negative mining is given in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 contains a discus-
sion of feature normalisation, which is essential for getting negative mining to work as a MIL
method. Finally, we describe the saliency measure used to define instances in images and videos
in Section 4.3.
4.1 Mining Strongly Labelled Negative Data
Consider a dataset consisting of a set of positive images I+j that contain the object of interest and
a set of negative images I−j which do not. Following [28] and the ScoreFuse approach (Chapter 3)
we consider a set of 100 salient locations or instances x j,i=1...100 in each image j. Each instance
x j,i is represented by a bag-of-words (BoW) histogram. The goal is to select C∗ = {x∗1, . . . ,x∗M},
1Using 100 generic object locations proposed by [5] results in 30% of the images without a valid object
location proposal.
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a single instance x∗j from each positive image I
+ corresponding to the correct location of an
object of interest. The negative mining algorithm accomplishes this by selecting the instance that
maximises the distance to the nearest neighbour of all negative instances Y ,
x∗j = argmaxx j,i
||x j,i−Nk(x j,i,Y)||1, (4.1)
where || · ||1 is the L1 norm, Y is a set containing all negative instances from all negative images,
and Nk(x j,i,Y) refers to the kth nearest neighbour of x j,i in Y (we set k = 1 for all experiments).
As mentioned earlier, for a typical class in PASCAL 2007 dataset, we have 470,000 negative
instances (Y = {y1, . . . ,y470000}) in a high dimensional space. As such, the key to an efficient
algorithm is fast nearest neighbour look-up, and to handle the large volume of data efficiently we
make use of a KD-tree based approximate nearest neighbour algorithm [76], with 16 trees.
This approach of mining the nearest negative instance relies on the abundance of known
negative instances and unlike [28] and ScoreFuse approach (Chapter 3), negative mining requires
no optimisation of intra-class cost function, resulting in a computationally efficient algorithm.
Furthermore, unlike in the previous chapter, this inter-class measure does not assume that the
average instance in each positive bag represents a positive instance, nor does it assume that the
entire image is a positive instance like [77, 81].
An important variation on Eq. (4.1) is the incorporation of a saliency measure. If we have
a measure Φ(·), which serves as a prior of how likely an instance is to be an object of interest,
regardless of the choice of class, we can simply add Φ(x j,i) to our negative mining cost:
x j = argmax
x j,i
(||x j,i−N1(x j,i,Y)||1+Φ(x j,i)) (4.2)
Later in Section 4.3, we define Φ(x j,i) for each of the datasets considered.
4.2 Normalisation Strategies
Finding the instance with the maximum negative nearest neighbour (NNN) distance in a positive
bag is complicated by the drastic change in the size of proposed instances. Consider Fig. 4.1(a)
where we plot the distance from all the instances in the positive bags of a single class to its NNN
(Distance = ||x j,i−N1(x j,i,Y)||1) vs. the instance’s size in pixel (sizeo f (x j,i)). The plot uses
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standard normalised BoW histograms:
hˆ(i) =
h(i)
∑Bi=1 h(i)
, (4.3)
where h is the BoW histogram composed of B bins, and the L1 distance between them2. We
observe that the NNN distance for instances small in size are almost always much greater than
the NNN distance associated with instances large in size. This behaviour can be attributed to
sampling artefacts: small boxes naturally contain fewer densely sampled words. Compared to a
large box, the distribution of words associated with a small box is much more likely to have a
few sharply peaked modes, and many empty bins.
As a consequence, when selecting the instances that maximise the normalised distance to
the nearest negative instance we select very small instances in each positive bag. The same
behaviour can be observed for other type of distances based upon normalised BoW histograms
(Fig. 4.1(b)). In the PASCAL 2007 dataset, this bias is extremely inappropriate, as the majority
of images contain large object instances, and on the PASCAL 2007 dataset this causes negative
mining to perform ten times worse than the random selection of positive instances. A similar
degradation in performance can be observed on the MSR2 action dataset [19].
On the contrary, if we use unnormalised histograms (Fig. 4.1(c)), together with the L1 dis-
tance, we observe the opposite effect. Large instances contain many dense words, and owing to
the sheer number of words, typically have a large distance to their nearest negative neighbour,
while small instances lie very close to their NNN. Although biased towards large instances this
measure is at least biased in the correct direction, and performs substantially better than random.
To minimise the bias towards either large or small boxes, we consider the novel measure of
root-normalised histograms
hˆ(i) =
h(i)√
∑Bi=1 h(i)
. (4.4)
Empirically this measure performs better than either normalised or unnormalised histograms.
We compare the accuracy of weak annotation using negative mining with the different nearest
neighbour in Section 4.4. Figure 4.1(d) shows the relationship of distance vs. instance size of
root-normalised histograms.
2This is equivalent to the histogram distance d(x,y) = 1−∑k min(xk,yk).
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(a) Normalised (b) Normalised
(c) Unnormalised (d) Root-normalised
Figure 4.1: The L1 distances from all instances in the positive bags, of the cat class in PASCAL
2007 dataset, to the nearest negative instance plotted against the size in pixels of each instance
in the positive bag. The L1 distance is computed on a 2,000 word BoW histogram formed from
regular grid SIFT features. (a-c) illustrate the effect of different normalisation strategies on BoW
histograms. We see that selecting the instance with the largest distance to the nearest negative is
correlated to the size of the instance and this correlation is less pronounced for root-norm. (d)
shows that this phenomenon is not limited to the L1 distance.
4.3 Instance Definition
A set of viable instances or potential locations of objects and actions in each image or video must
be defined before the negative mining algorithm can be applied. Furthermore, for each proposed
location a measure of confidence is needed. We use the location and the confidence value as
prior knowledge for the weak annotation problem. For images, like in Chapter 3, we will use the
generic object proposals of [5] and the confidence value is the objectness value returned by [5].
For videos, very little work exists in current literature for defining potential action locations. As
such we now present our method for defining potential action locations.
For each video in both the positive and negative training sets we need to define instances as
potential action cuboids (a 3D rectangular prism extending in space and time). A straightforward
way is to define instances as all possible cuboids of different sizes that can fit within the video.
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Figure 4.2: Given a detected person bounding box w by h on frame f the action cuboids of
temporal length t at different temporal location, relative to frame f , are constructed.
A video sequence of 160x120 lasting one minute at 25 FPS contain over one billion valid action
cuboids, making any MIL algorithm intractable. Therefore, we have to screen the cuboids to
limit the number of feasible instances.
Since we are only interested in actions being performed by stationary people, we create an
initial set of instances P ′ surrounding people detected by a state-of-the-art person detector [35].
The person detector is run on every F th frame and at each detected person location a set of action
cuboids are created. For a detected person of height h and width w, the corresponding action
cuboid has a spatial size 3w by 1.3h (Fig. 4.2). The action cuboid is larger than the detected
person size because the person detector is trained to detect people at a neutral pose without
outstretched arms or legs. By including a buffer of w pixels on both the left and right sides of the
detected person and a buffer of 0.3h above the head, we can account for extension, of the hands
and legs during various actions. We consider multiple temporal sizes, t ∈ {tk} for the action
cuboid as we do not know the duration of the action of interest. Three different temporal extend
of the action cuboid are considered relative to the frame in which the person was detected, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. This is to account for missed person detection on some frames during an
action.
The initial setP ′ still numbers in the thousands of action cuboids and can be further pruned to
a more compact and reliable cuboid set. We first rank the cuboids in P ′ based on spatio-temporal
interest point (STIP) [61] density and temporal spread using algorithm 1. From the ranked list
of cuboids P ′′ we select the first M cuboids as the reliable cuboid set P for use as instances.
In this way we can eliminate false positives by the person detector on static background and
stationary people as they will not produce STIPs. Note that background/negative action instances
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can also produce dense STIP points (in some case denser than the positive ones). One is thus in
danger of removing the potential positive instance by relying on STIP density alone for ranking.
To overcome this problem, we remove and reintroduce the STIPs during the ranking process
(Algorithm 1, Lines 8 and 11). These steps are important to ensure that the instances in P
contains samples from the entire video. Without these steps, P could contain many overlapping
samples from a single high STIP density location in the video which may not contain the action
of interest.
Algorithm 1: Rank action cuboids
input : P ′ – Action cuboids surrounding each person detection.
S – List of (x,y, t) location of all STIPs.
T – minimum action cuboid STIP density.
output: P ′′ – Ranked list of action cuboids.
1 P ′′ = {}, Pr = P ′, Sr = S ;
2 while Sr 6= {} do
3 dmax = highest density of cuboid in Pr where density = #ST IPcuboid volume ;
4 if dmax > T then
5 cmax = cuboid in Pr with highest STIP density ;
6 Smax = all STIP points inside cmax ;
7 Remove cmax from Pr ;
8 Remove Smax from Sr ;
9 Add cmax to P ′′ ;
10 else
11 Sr = S ;
For the action dataset, there is no equivalent of objectness, as a result we propose a simple
heuristic as the action saliency: Φ(x j,i) = 0.6D where D is the density of STIPs in the cuboid.
There are two reasons for using STIP density: first, STIP density is used to sample the potential
action cuboids (instances) from each video in Algorithm 1 and, second, we expect motion where
ever there is an action being performed which will generate a lot of STIPs. We weight STIP
density by 0.6 as it is a simple heuristic in comparison with objectness used for object detection.
4.4 Experiments
Our main analysis is the comparison of our negative mining result with state-of-the-art results
in Section 4.4.1. Improvements in other MIL formulations when fused with the negative mining
are given in Section 4.4.2. Different histogram normalisation strategies are evaluated in Sec-
tion 4.4.3. Finally in Section 4.4.4 we evaluate a leave-one-out classifier, assuming we have
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(a) boxing
(b) clapping
(c) handwaving
Figure 4.3: Examples of the three action categories, boxing, clapping, handwaving, in the MSR2
[19] dataset.
complete manual annotation of the training set, to determine the theoretical upper bound on the
intra-class information in comparison to the inter-class information.
Datasets – For object detection we used two versions of the PASCAL 2007 dataset [32], PAS-
CAL07 and PASCAL07-6x2, defined in Section 3.4. In addition to the object dataset, we also use
the MSR2 action dataset [19] which contains 54 videos with three action categories (Fig. 4.3):
boxing, clapping, and handwaving. Each video contains at least three action separated tempo-
rally. We split each of the 54 videos to contain only one action; the split occurs at the midpoint
between the end of the last action and the start of the next action. If multiple actions overlap
temporally they are all included in one clip. Note this split is different from temporal segmenting
the actions because the action can still start and finish at variable temporal locations in each split
video. After splitting the videos there are 181 videos of which 16 contains multiple actions. A
two-to-one random division of the 181 videos is used as the training and testing set. During the
division, the 16 videos containing multiple actions are always included in the testing set.
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Features – For features we use BoW histograms. For the PASCAL 2007 dataset BoW histograms
are formed from regular grid SIFT features constructed with VLFeat [103]. For the MSR2 dataset
BoW histograms are formed using the histogram of flow and histogram of gradient feature at
spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs) defined in [61]. For both datasets k-means clustering is
used to construct a 2,000 word codebook.
4.4.1 Comparison to State-of-the-art
In this chapter we presented a negative mining approach (NegMine) and a variation that incor-
porates negative mining with saliency (NegMine+Sal ). The negative mining approach does not
iteratively learn object model and is meant to be an initialisation for iterative annotation of the
object/action of interest. As a result we compare the negative mining approach to other initialisa-
tion approaches; that is we compare to approaches doing localisation only. To analyse the effect
of inter-class, intra-class, and saliency cues, we categorise the different approaches by the cues
they use.
Saliency Methods
Sal For annotation of objects in images we use the objectness measure of [5] as the saliency
measure. For annotation of actions in videos we use the STIP density measure from Sec-
tion 4.3 as the saliency measure. Instances that maximises saliency are selected as the true
object and/or action.
Saliency + Intra-Class Methods
Intra The intra-class measure from Section 3.1.1 (Eq. (3.4))
Deselaers1Feat The localisation approach of Deselaers et al. [28] using only GIST feature. Here
a fully connected conditional random field (CRF) is used with distance between GIST
features as pairwise potentials and Objectness of [5] as the unary potential. This approach
is similar to intra-class measure from Section 3.1.1 (Eq. (3.4)) but with different feature
and pairwise potential definition.
Deselaers4Feat Same asDeselaers1Feat but using more feature for the pairwise potential: GIST,
Colour Histogram, BoW with SURF descriptors, and Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HoG).
Inter-class + Intra-class Methods
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Inter The inter-class measure from Section 3.1.1 (SVM score). This is the same as one iteration
of MI-SVM [7].
Nguyen The approach of Nguyen et al. [77]. Same as Inter method but the entire image or video
of the positive bag is used as the initial selected instance, instead of the average instance.
PandeyNoCrop The approach of Pandey and Lazebnik [81]. The root filter of the part based
model of [35] is used select the object location from the image with the assumption that
object has at least 40% overlap with entire image.
PandeyCrop The result form PandeyNoCrop is post processed by cropping the boxes based on
edge strength.
GreedykNN The approach of Siva and Xiang [96] used for the MSR2 action dataset. This is not
a WSL approach as a single manual annotation needs to be provided. We only compare
with this method for the action dataset.
Inter-class + Intra-class + Saliency Methods
ScoreFuse The intra-inter class fusion method from Section 3.1.1
We report our comparison of negative mining with existing state-of-the-art image annotation
algorithms in Table 4.1 (refer to Table 4.5 for per class results and Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 for example
images). For the PASCAL07 the negative mining (NegMine) alone outperforms the Intra ap-
proach of last chapter by 3% (95% CI of 1% to 5%) and is similar to the Inter approach of last
chapter (increase in accuracy of 0.5% with a 95% CI of −1.1% to 2.0%). However, unlike Inter
approach of last chapter NegMine no longer makes the assumption that the average instance in a
positive bag is a good representation of the positive instance. This becomes important for datasets
like MSR2 where the instances don’t overlap as much as in the PASCAL07 dataset. When nega-
tive mining is combined with saliency (NegMine+Sal ) our performance (29.0%) is same as the
combined inter- and intra-class method, ScoreFuse, of last chapter (28.9%). The same result as
the inter- and intra-class method is obtained by the NegMine+Sal method using a much simpler
and faster approach.
For the restricted PASCAL07-6x2 dataset our negative mining (NegMine) method (35.0%)
is similar to saliency (Sal ) alone (34.8%), and when combined with saliency (NegMine+Sal )
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the performance increases (37.1%). The combined method is better than both PandeyNoCrop
and Deselaers1Feat. The inter-class measure proposed in the last chapter works better on the
single pose subset than our negative mining based inter-class measure. However, as we show in
Section 4.4.2, the inter-class measure of the previous chapter can be further improved by fusing
its score with our inter-class measure. Also unlike the inter-class measure of last chapter, the
negative mining approach makes no assumption about the average instance being a good approx-
imation of the positive instance. Through the use of post-processing [81], multiple features [28]
and iteratively training object models [28, 81] the annotation results can be further improved to
50%, and 61% for [28, 81] respectively. We do not compare directly with these further refine-
ments as our analysis is on the use of negative mining as a classifier for the initial annotation of
the weakly annotated data. However, four rounds of iterative training of a detector using negative
mining as initialisation results in an annotation accuracy of 47%.
More interesting is the comparison of intra-class + saliency methods with inter-class + saliency
methods. We note that the intra-class measure from the last chapter (Intra) uses both intra-class
and saliency cues, as it includes objectness value in the intra-class measure (Eq. (3.4)). How-
ever, the performance of the intra-class measure (23.9%) is worse than simply using objectness
alone (25.1%) for the PASCAL07 dataset (average change by −1.2% with 95% CI of −3.1% to
0.7%) and the same (34.8%) for the PASCAL07-6x2 dataset (Table 4.1). The method of Desle-
laers et al. [28] for localisation only (Deselaers1Feat and Deselaers4Feat) is also an intra-class
plus saliency measure. Again we see that Deselaers1Feat (35.0%) achieves very similar results
to saliency alone (34.8%). Deselaers4Feat which uses multiple features for the intra-class mea-
sure (39.0%) is able to improve upon the saliency result. The intra class cue does help for the
smaller PASCAL07-6x2 dataset – as seen by the result of ScoreFuse and Deselaers4Feat in Table
4.1 – however our much simpler negative mining approach when combined with saliency (Neg-
Mine+Sal ) is within 2% of the methods that use intra class cue. Furthermore, on the PASCAL07
dataset the negative mining approach when combined with saliency has the same performance as
the earlier approach using intra class measure.
On the MSR2 dataset [19] negative mining outperforms all existing methods. Our proposed
saliency measure (STIP density) also outperforms Inter (which is one iteration of MI-SVM) by
itself but is not as strong as the GreedykNN method of [96]. However, saliency combined with
negative mining gives a 10% performance boost over the existing methods (95% CI of −22% to
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Initialisation Final
PASCAL07 PASCAL07-6x2 PASCAL07-6x2
Inter + Intra + Saliency ScoreFuse 28.9 39.6 49
Inter + Intra
Inter 26.6 39.0 –
Nguyen – – 25
PandeyNoCrop∗ – 36.7 59
PandeyCrop∗ – 43.7 61
Intra + Saliency
Intra 23.9 34.8 –
Deselaers1Feat∗ – 35.0 40
Deselaers4Feat∗ – 39.0 50
Saliency Only Sal 25.1 34.8 –
Inter Only NegMine 27.1 35.0 –
Inter + Saliency NegMine + Sal 29.0 37.1 47
*As reported in [81] and [28] respectively.
MSR2 Avg.
Inter + Intra MI-SVM 55.8GreedykNN 71.7
Saliency Only Sal 60.8
Inter Only NegMine 73.9
Inter + Saliency NegMine + Sal 81.5
Table 4.1: Average annotation results for different datasets using different methods in comparison
to the negative mining method. See Table 4.5 for per-class results.
Figure 4.4: Results using negative mining (NegMine), saliency (Sal ), and combined negative
mining and saliency (NegMine + Sal ) methods.
42%), including [96] which makes uses of a single manual annotation.
4.4.2 Fusion with Existing Classifiers
We combine negative mining and saliency with the Intra, Inter, and ScoreFuse methods presented
in the last chapter. Each measure provides a score for individual instance in the positive bag and
the instance that maximises the sum of all measure scores is selected as the positive instance. We
weight all measures equally by normalising the range between 0 and 1. Average results are shown
in Table 4.2 and more detailed per-class results are in Table 4.6. Note that Inter measure of last
chapter is MI-SVM [7] run for a single iteration and initialised with the average instance in each
positive bag. Initialising with average instance performs better than initialising with the entire
image, the method used by [77]. In all cases, we show that a score level fusion with our method
(combined negative mining and saliency, NegMine+Sal ) consistently boosts the performance of
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Intra Intra + NegMine Nguyen Inter Inter + NegMine ScoreFuse ScoreFuse + NegMine+ Sal + Sal + Sal
PASCAL07 Avg. 23.9 28.8 21.3 26.6 29.6 28.9 30.2
PASCAL07-6x2 Avg. 34.8 36.5 24.6 39.0 40.8 39.6 40.2
Table 4.2: Augmentation of existing methods by fusing with our combined negative mining and
saliency (NegMine + Sal ) method. See Table 4.6 for per-calss results.
PASCAL07 PASCAL07-6x2 MSR2
Norm 1.4 2.3 14.7
Root-Norm 27.1 35.0 73.9
UnNorm 26.3 33.1 74.3
Rand 14.7 18.0 41.7
Table 4.3: Comparison of different normalisation strategies. See Table 4.7 for per-class results.
all other methods by between 1 and 5%.
4.4.3 Effect of Normalisation Strategies
As mentioned in Section 4.2 the normalisation of the BoW histogram is vital for nearest neigh-
bour to work. Table 4.3 shows annotation accuracy with normalised, root-normalised and unnor-
malised BoW histograms and L1 distance. We also show the performance of randomly selecting
an instance from each positive bag.
The performance of normalised histogram for selecting the instance that maximises the dis-
tance to the NNN is substantially worse than random selection. This is because the use of nor-
malised histograms actively selects the smallest instance (bounding box) in each positive bag
which is not the behaviour you want for most bags (Fig. 4.5). Unnormalised histograms have the
opposite effect, that is they tend to select the largest instance (bounding box). Root-normalised
histograms tend to be a good compromise between normalised and unnormalised for all datasets.
Only exception is on the MSR2 dataset where the unnormalised distance is slightly better due to
the fact there are no overly large instances proposed for the action dataset in comparison to the
object dataset.
4.4.4 Leave-One-Out Positive Mining vs. Negative Mining
Our approach is based on the assumption that intra-class measure is not suitable for the first
step in annotating weakly labelled data due to the availability of very few true positive data in a
high dimensional space. To validate this we take a leave-one-out approach in which we assume
all but one bag is manually annotated; this gives a theoretical upper bound on the intra-class
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Figure 4.5: The localisation result using just negative mining for the different BoW normalisation
strategies. Normalised histogram tends to select small boxes, unnormalised tends to select large
boxes, and root-normalised exhibits a weaker bias for large and small boxes.
Sal NegMine NegMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine+ Sal + NegMine + Sal + NegMine + Sal
Pascal07 Avg. 25.1 27.1 29.0 26.3 27.7 28.6 29.6
Pascal07-6x2 Avg. 34.8 35.0 37.1 38.1 37.3 38.4 39.2
MSR2 Avg. 60.8 73.9 81.5 79.5 77.3 73.4 82.6
Table 4.4: Leave-one-out results evaluating the usefulness of intra-class distance (PosMine)
when manually annotating all but one bag in comparison to negative mining (NegMine) and
saliency (Sal ). See Table 4.8 for per-class results.
information. In this scenario the unannotated bag can be annotated by selecting the instance that
minimises the distance to its nearest manually annotated ground truth data; in practice we are
maximising the negative distance to be consistent with Eq. (4.1). We also consider combining
this leave-one-out intra-class distance with our negative mining and saliency measures. We use
the normalisation strategies (see Section 4.2) that maximise classification accuracy, being always
normalised for positive nearest neighbour, and root-normalised for negative distances. As with
the previous section, all scores were linearly mapped onto a [0,1] range.3 Table 4.4 shows all
comparisons with the intra-class distance on the PASCAL07 and MSR2 datasets.
This leave-one-out measure shows the maximal accuracy of a nearest neighbour classifier
on PASCAL07 and MSR2 datasets given the best possible annotations, as such it can be seen
as an approximate upper-bound for the quality of any 1-NN algorithm. Despite this, on the full
PASCAL07 dataset, the classification accuracy of negative mining when combined with saliency
outperforms a nearest neighbour classifier based on positive distance alone (increase in accuracy
of 2.7% with a 95% CI of 0.9% to 4.4%), and is only 0.6% worse (a 95% CI of ±1.0%) than
the combined classifier using both positive and negative distances. Similar results can be seen on
the MSR2 dataset – negative mining and saliency together out performs all but the combination
3The exception being Φ on the MSR2 dataset, which was mapped onto [0,0.6], see Section 4.3
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of intra-distances, negative mining and saliency. On the PASCAL07-6x2 dataset the additional
annotations of left and right reduces the possible changes in appearance and makes intra-distances
a more useful measure. Still, the combined measure of all cues is only 2% better (a 95% CI of
±3%) than negative mining and saliency, and this is a reasonable trade-off for the much weaker
annotation requirements.
4.5 Summary
This work has presented a simple, robust, technique based upon negative mining for the initial
annotation of weakly labelled data. By itself, this technique can achieve similar initialisation
performance as existing approaches on the MSR2 and PASCAL07 dataset and is within 2% of
localisation accuracy on the smaller PASCAL07-6X2 subset. Furthermore, we have shown how
this negative mining technique can be readily combined with other approaches to MIL, by fusing
it as an additional potential, and that doing so has always lead to an improvement in perfor-
mance over the original method. We have also removed the need, like in Chapter 3, of assuming
that the average instance in positive bags is a good representation of the positive instance. We
believe that the conceptual and implementational simplicity of our approach, alongside its state-
of-the-art performance will make it a valuable tool for increasing the performance of many more
sophisticated MIL approaches in the future.
Both the negative mining approach of this chapter and the inter-intra score level fusion ap-
proach of the last chapter rely heavily on the availability of a small set of potential object/action
location proposals. We define those potential object/action locations using a generic object de-
tector [6] for images and person surrounded spatio-temporal cuboids (Section 4.3) for videos.
We also showed that a single object/action location proposal is surprisingly effective at locating
the object/action of interest in weakly labelled data (Table 4.1). In fact, the weak annotation
results based solely on the generic object detector of Alexe et al. [6] are within 2% and 0.2% of
the negative mining results on the PASCAL07 and PASCAL07-6x2 datasets, respectively. In the
next chapter, first we will look at why the generic object detector [6] performs so well at locat-
ing the object of interest in weakly labelled data. Second, we will look at developing a generic
object detector that can further improve the weak annotation results by considering some of the
principles that made inter-class a strong cue.
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Intra Inter ScoreFuse MI-SVM Nguyen et al. Sal NegMine NegMine + Sal
aeroplane 31.1 41.2 45.4 37.8 30.7 32.4 45.4 38.7
bicycle 18.5 17.7 20.6 17.7 16.5 16.9 20.2 22.2
bird 25.2 28.2 29.7 26.7 23.0 22.4 29.1 27.6
boat 13.8 13.3 12.2 13.8 14.9 19.9 14.9 21.0
bottle 03.3 05.3 04.1 04.9 04.9 04.1 04.5 06.6
bus 31.2 35.5 37.1 34.4 29.6 31.2 31.7 33.3
car 26.7 33.0 41.0 33.7 26.5 34.2 34.2 39.4
cat 42.1 50.1 53.4 46.6 35.3 41.8 48.4 46.0
chair 06.7 05.4 06.5 05.4 07.2 07.6 07.6 08.1
cow 28.4 30.5 31.9 29.8 23.4 31.2 27.7 34.8
diningtable 24.0 16.0 20.5 14.5 20.5 29.0 23.5 31.5
dog 33.3 36.1 40.9 32.8 32.1 33.0 35.9 38.0
horse 30.7 38.7 37.3 34.8 24.4 32.4 34.5 37.6
motorbike 34.7 44.1 46.5 41.6 33.1 38.8 39.6 43.3
person 14.3 20.6 22.3 19.9 17.2 21.3 21.9 23.0
pottedplant 09.4 11.4 10.2 11.4 12.2 09.4 14.3 11.4
sheep 26.0 25.0 27.1 25.0 20.8 31.3 25.0 28.1
sofa 25.3 23.6 32.3 23.6 28.8 24.0 29.7 34.5
train 42.9 47.9 49.0 45.2 40.6 32.2 45.2 43.7
tvmonitor 10.6 08.6 09.8 08.6 07.0 09.4 08.2 10.5
Average 23.9 26.6 28.9 25.4 22.4 25.1 27.1 29.0
Aeroplane left 42.2 43.8 37.5 42.2 26.6 39.1 50.0 39.1
Aeroplane right 38.5 59.6 55.8 57.7 25.0 42.3 44.2 50.0
Bicycle left 23.9 26.9 34.3 29.9 20.9 19.4 25.4 28.4
Bicycle right 33.9 30.7 30.7 19.4 25.8 29.0 27.4 30.6
Boat left 09.4 01.9 09.4 01.9 05.7 22.6 09.4 15.1
Boat right 13.8 13.8 12.1 13.8 15.5 22.4 10.3 20.7
Bus left 44.8 31.0 37.9 37.9 24.1 44.8 31.0 31.0
Bus right 29.7 43.2 43.2 43.2 21.6 40.5 29.7 35.1
Horse left 43.9 40.9 48.5 42.4 30.3 34.8 51.5 48.5
Horse right 33.9 54.8 51.6 56.5 22.6 30.6 45.2 45.2
Motorbike left 46.3 55.6 50.0 55.6 31.5 42.6 46.3 46.3
Motorbike right 57.5 66.0 63.8 63.8 48.9 48.9 48.9 55.3
Average 34.8 39.0 39.6 38.7 24.9 34.8 35.0 37.1
GreedykNN Inter Sal NegMine NegMine + Sal
boxing 57.4 20.4 57.4 75.9 83.3
clapping 70.6 61.8 67.6 73.5 82.4
handwaving 87.2 85.1 57.4 72.3 78.8
Average 71.7 55.8 60.8 73.9 81.5
Table 4.5: Per-class annotation results for different datasets using different methods in compari-
son to the negative mining method.
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Figure 4.6: Sucesses and failures of negative mining with saliency (NegMine + Sal ).
Figure 4.7: Annotation results for action dataset. Missing boxes occur when the method is unable
to annotate on the temporal axis.
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Intra Intra + NegMine Nguyen Inter Inter + NegMine ScoreFuse ScoreFuse + NegMine+ Sal + Sal + Sal
aeroplane 31.1 37.8 27.7 41.2 46.6 45.4 45.8
bicycle 18.5 21.8 19.3 17.7 21.0 20.6 21.8
bird 25.2 27.0 20.3 28.2 29.7 29.7 30.9
boat 13.8 17.1 14.4 13.3 18.8 12.2 20.4
bottle 03.3 04.1 05.7 05.3 05.3 04.1 05.3
bus 31.2 31.2 31.7 35.5 37.6 37.1 37.6
car 26.7 39.8 29.0 33.0 40.7 41.0 40.8
cat 42.1 48.7 32.3 50.1 50.1 53.4 51.6
chair 06.7 08.5 07.4 05.4 06.7 06.5 07.0
cow 28.4 31.9 24.1 30.5 29.8 31.9 29.8
diningtable 24.0 32.0 15.0 16.0 26.5 20.5 27.5
dog 33.3 39.7 33.0 36.1 39.4 40.9 41.3
horse 30.7 38.7 17.1 38.7 41.8 37.3 41.8
motorbike 34.7 44.9 30.2 44.1 45.7 46.5 47.3
person 14.3 23.3 14.9 20.6 23.8 22.3 24.1
pottedplant 09.4 11.4 12.7 11.4 12.2 10.2 12.2
sheep 26.0 27.1 24.0 25.0 28.1 27.1 28.1
sofa 25.3 34.9 18.8 23.6 29.7 32.3 32.8
train 42.9 45.2 39.5 47.9 48.3 49.0 48.7
tvmonitor 10.6 10.5 08.2 08.6 09.8 09.8 09.4
Average 23.9 28.8 26.6 21.3 29.6 28.9 30.2
Aeroplane left 42.2 42.2 31.3 43.8 37.5 37.5 45.3
Aeroplane right 38.5 46.2 26.9 59.6 61.5 55.8 53.8
Bicycle left 23.9 28.4 25.4 26.9 28.4 34.3 31.3
Bicycle right 33.9 27.4 27.4 30.7 37.1 30.7 30.6
Boat left 09.4 17.0 07.5 01.9 15.1 09.4 13.2
Boat right 13.8 15.5 15.5 13.8 12.1 12.1 15.5
Bus left 44.8 34.5 24.1 31.0 34.5 37.9 37.9
Bus right 29.7 37.8 24.3 43.2 51.4 43.2 45.9
Horse left 43.9 50.0 24.2 40.9 51.5 48.5 50.0
Horse right 33.9 41.9 03.2 54.8 53.2 51.6 51.6
Motorbike left 46.3 46.3 31.5 55.6 50.0 50.0 50.0
Motorbike right 57.5 51.1 53.2 66.0 57.4 63.8 57.4
Average 34.8 36.5 24.6 39.0 40.8 39.6 40.2
Table 4.6: Augmentation of existing methods by fusing with our combined negative mining and
saliency (NegMine + Sal ) method.
PASCAL07 Norm Root Un- RandNorm norm
aeroplane 2.9 45.4 36.6 21.0
bicycle 1.6 20.2 19.3 09.6
bird 1.5 29.1 28.8 18.1
boat 4.4 14.9 18.2 11.2
bottle 0.8 04.5 04.5 03.7
bus 0.5 31.7 31.2 15.1
car 1.8 34.2 32.5 18.3
cat 0.0 48.4 48.1 26.1
chair 1.3 07.6 08.1 04.4
cow 2.1 27.7 25.5 17.9
diningtable 0.0 23.5 21.5 11.7
dog 1.7 35.9 34.9 21.5
horse 1.0 34.5 33.4 19.1
motorbike 2.0 39.6 39.2 19.7
person 1.8 21.9 21.9 12.7
pottedplant 0.8 14.3 13.5 05.7
sheep 2.1 25.0 22.9 17.4
sofa 0.0 29.7 31.4 14.9
train 1.1 45.2 46.4 19.9
tvmonitor 1.2 08.2 07.8 06.4
Average 1.4 27.1 26.3 14.7
PASCAL07-6x2 Norm Root Un- RandNorm norm
Aeroplane Left 3.1 50.0 43.8 18.8
Aeroplane Right 0.0 44.2 36.5 26.9
Bicycle Left 0.0 25.4 23.9 09.0
Bicycle Right 1.6 27.4 29.0 14.5
Boat Left 7.5 09.4 09.4 0.57
Boat Right 3.4 10.3 15.5 06.9
Bus Left 3.4 31.0 27.6 13.8
Bus Right 0.0 29.7 27.0 13.5
Horse Left 1.5 51.5 47.0 30.3
Horse Right 4.8 45.2 43.5 21.0
Motorbike Left 0.0 46.3 42.6 29.6
Motorbike Right 2.1 48.9 51.1 25.5
Average 2.3 35.0 33.1 18.0
MSR2 Norm Root Un- RandNorm norm
boxing 13.0 75.9 77.8 44.4
clapping 20.6 73.5 70.6 38.2
handwaving 10.6 72.3 74.5 42.6
Average 14.7 73.9 74.3 41.7
Table 4.7: Comparison of different normalisation strategies.
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PASCAL07 Sal NegMine NegMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine+ Sal + NegMine + Sal + NegMine + Sal
aeroplane 32.4 45.4 38.7 31.1 46.2 38.2 45.8
bicycle 16.9 20.2 22.2 25.9 21.0 20.2 22.2
bird 22.4 29.1 27.6 24.2 29.7 26.1 30.0
boat 19.9 14.9 21.0 14.4 19.3 17.1 19.3
bottle 04.1 04.5 06.6 03.7 04.5 05.3 04.9
bus 31.2 31.7 33.3 33.3 32.8 32.3 34.9
car 34.2 34.2 39.4 35.3 34.9 39.4 39.8
cat 41.8 48.4 46.0 46.9 49.9 46.9 47.5
chair 07.6 07.6 08.1 06.1 08.1 09.0 09.0
cow 31.2 27.7 34.8 27.0 27.7 31.2 34.0
dintable 29.0 23.5 31.5 25.0 23.5 34.5 31.5
dog 33.0 35.9 38.0 38.2 36.6 38.0 39.0
horse 32.4 34.5 37.6 32.8 33.8 38.3 37.6
motorbike 38.8 39.6 43.3 45.7 41.6 45.7 45.3
person 21.3 21.9 23.0 20.6 22.4 24.0 23.4
pottedplant 09.4 14.3 11.4 12.7 13.5 10.6 13.1
sheep 31.3 25.0 28.1 24.0 26.0 31.3 24.0
sofa 24.0 29.7 34.5 24.9 29.7 32.3 33.6
train 32.2 45.2 43.7 45.6 46.0 39.5 44.8
tvmonitor 09.4 08.2 10.5 08.6 07.4 11.7 11.3
Average 25.1 27.1 29.0 26.3 27.7 28.6 29.6
PASCAL07-6x2 Sal NegMine NegMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine+ Sal + NegMine + Sal + NegMine + Sal
Aeroplane Left 39.1 50.0 39.1 28.1 51.6 42.2 46.9
Aeroplane Right 42.3 44.2 50.0 48.1 51.9 48.1 59.6
Bicycle Left 19.4 25.4 28.4 31.3 28.4 26.9 25.4
Bicycle Right 29.0 27.4 30.6 35.5 29.0 33.9 30.6
Boat Left 22.6 09.4 15.1 13.2 13.2 20.8 13.2
Boat Right 22.4 10.3 20.7 19.0 17.2 19.0 22.4
Bus Left 44.8 31.0 31.0 34.5 31.0 41.4 34.5
Bus Right 40.5 29.7 35.1 45.9 29.7 45.9 37.8
Horse Left 34.8 51.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 45.5 48.5
Horse Right 30.6 45.2 45.2 41.9 50.0 41.9 51.6
Motorbike Left 42.6 46.3 46.3 53.7 46.3 42.6 44.4
Motorbike Right 48.9 48.9 55.3 57.4 51.1 53.2 55.3
Average 34.8 35.0 37.1 38.1 37.3 38.4 39.2
MSR2 Sal NegMine NegMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine -PosMine+ Sal + NegMine + Sal + NegMine + Sal
biking 57.4 75.9 83.3 70.4 79.6 72.2 83.3
clapping 67.6 73.5 82.4 85.3 73.5 73.5 79.4
handwaving 57.4 72.3 78.7 83.0 78.7 74.5 85.1
Average 60.8 74.3 81.5 79.5 77.3 73.4 82.6
Table 4.8: Leave-one-out results evaluating the usefulness of intra-class distance (PosMine)
when manually annotating all but one bag in comparison to negative mining (NegMine) and
saliency (Sal ).
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Chapter 5
Saliency Based Generic Object Detection
Recall from Section 1.2.1, that there are three cues for automatic annotation of weakly labelled
data: prior knowledge, inter-class, and intra-class. Prior knowledge is used to propose potential
object locations, inter-class cues ensure that all selected objects look different from the objects
in the negative images, and intra-class cues ensure that all selected objects look similar to each
other. In Chapter 4, we showed that the inter-class information is more meaningful than intra-
class information, and proceeded to solve the weak annotation problem using negative mining.
Furthermore, we reported the performance of using prior knowledge alone for the annotation of
weakly labelled data, where the generic object detector of [6] was used as the prior knowledge.
Using prior knowledge in the form of generic object detector for annotating weakly labelled
data amounts to selecting the most object-like instance in the image as the object of interest.
What does this mean? Consider three possible scenarios for a weakly annotated image:
1. Image contains only one object.
2. Image contains multiple objects of the same class.
3. Image contains multiple objects of different classes.
In the first two scenario, selecting the most object-like instance amounts to the correct annotation
of the interested object class. However, in the last scenario the most object-like instance need not
correspond to the object class of interest. To determine the theoretical upper limit of using generic
object detectors for annotating weakly labelled data, we split the images for each class1 in the
1Annotation marked as difficult are not included.
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Class One Object Multiple Objects Multiple Objects UnbiasedOne Class One Class Multiple Classes Annotation
aeroplane 72.7% 13.4% 13.9% 92.1%
bicycle 23.5% 1.6% 74.9% 55.8%
bird 72.7% 17.3% 10.0% 95.0%
boat 47.0% 23.8% 29.3% 83.3%
bottle 13.5% 10.7% 75.8% 54.2%
bus 32.8% 6.5% 60.8% 59.9%
car 37.4% 19.1% 43.5% 76.4%
cat 68.5% 8.0% 23.4% 87.3%
chair 8.8% 6.7% 84.5% 53.3%
cow 41.8% 31.2% 27.0% 86.2%
diningtable 8.5% 0.5% 91.0% 31.9%
dog 52.7% 9.3% 38.0% 78.6%
horse 16.4% 4.5% 79.1% 56.1%
motorbike 20.4% 7.8% 71.8% 56.7%
person 11.4% 14.8% 73.8% 65.7%
pottedplant 14.7% 24.5% 60.8% 62.8%
sheep 43.8% 37.5% 18.8% 90.9%
sofa 22.3% 2.2% 75.5% 51.8%
train 67.8% 10.0% 22.2% 87.3%
tvmonitor 26.2% 5.1% 68.8% 58.4%
Average 35.1% 12.7% 52.1% 69.2%
Table 5.1: Percent of images from each object class of the PASCAL 2007 TrainVal dataset [32]
that contains a single object, multiple objects from the same class, and multiple objects from
multiple classes. Given an ideal generic object detector that can return a bounding box around all
20 classes present in an image, the unbiased annotation accuracy based on selecting one box per
image, is also given. It is an unbiased annotation accuracy since we assume if an image contains
multiple objects, all objects are equally likely to be picked as the most object-like instance.
PASCAL 2007 TrainVal set into the three scenarios (Table 5.1). We can see that on average nearly
48% of the images per class contains only objects of that class and can be correctly annotated
by selecting the most object-like instance in the image. In the remaining 52% of the images per
class, selecting the most object-like instance will result in the correct annotation for one of the
classes present in the image. That is, if an image contains three objects from two classes, say
two people and a horse, then an unbiased random selection of an object will result in 1/3 chance
of correctly annotating the horse and 2/3 chance of correctly annotating a person. Based on this
we can obtain the unbiased annotation accuracy of the weakly labelled data as 69%, using only
the prior knowledge objects must be selected. However, we saw in Chapter 4 that annotating
based on the generic object detector of Alexe et al. [5] achieved an average annotation accuracy
of 25%.
There are two reasons why the generic object detection accuracy is not close to the theoretical
69% from Table 5.1. First, Table 5.1 is not the whole story. Table 5.1 shows the 20 annotated
classes of PASCAL dataset; however many images contain objects of other classes not annotated
in the PASCAL 2007 dataset. Second, the generic-object detectors, such as [6], are not perfect.
The generic object detector of [6] was designed to achieve high recall rate for objects given large
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number of proposed object locations per image, however, the precision of one proposed object
location per image is low. With one proposed object location per image on the PASCAL 2007
TrainVal set, objects are found in only ≈ 30% of the images. In the remainder of the images,
the proposed object location selected background regions, multiple objects as one object, and/or
objects that do not belong to the 20 annotated classes.
In this chapter we investigate the problem of generic object detection and propose a new
unsupervised method for generic object detection based on sampling saliency maps. The focus
of our proposed method is to achieve high precision for a smaller number of proposed object
locations per image in hopes of boosting the performance on annotating weakly labelled data.
We evaluate our new method on its ability to produce a saliency map, propose generic object
locations, and annotate weakly labelled data.
5.1 Generic Object Detection
Most existing methods for generic object detectors [6, 36] are based on image saliency, where
image saliency attempts to identify the most noticeable or unique aspects of an image. In [6], the
saliency map of [49] is randomly sampled to produce a set of initial object locations which are
then post processed using different features. Instead of post processing object locations sampled
from a saliency map, we seek to improve the saliency map generation process then obtain object
locations by sampling directly from the saliency map.
Section 2.5 presented a review of saliency map generation. In general a saliency map should
identify the pixels or patches that are unique within the image. To this end most approaches to
saliency find unique frequencies in the image [49], find edges or corners [52], and/or find patches
(small image regions) that least resemble other patches in the image [43]. Recent work on patch
based approaches [22,43] have shown that these patch based methods are better at finding salient
regions than previous frequency [49] or filter bank [52] based methods.
To understand why unique patches corresponds to generic objects consider the Things and
Stuff analogy of Addleson [3]. Addleson [3] observed that image patches can be loosely cate-
gorised as belonging to one of two types, Things and Stuff. Things being individual objects such
as a person or a car, and stuff being amorphous object-classes such as road or grass that can be
recognised as reoccurring stochastic patterns. The majority of the natural world is stuff, and as
such, image patches composed of stuff can easily be matched to many other patches in an image.
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(a) Image (b) Similar Images
Figure 5.1: Image and a set of similar images. The similar images will contain similar stuff but
not necessarily similar things. Obtaining similar images is discussed in Section 5.2.1
However, due to the rarity of things, patches composed of things are not easily matched to other
patches in the image, resulting in things or foreground objects as being more salient. Further-
more, similar images, for example images of fields in Fig. 5.1, will contain similar stuff but not
necessarily similar things. As a result matching patches across similar images can further reduce
the uniqueness of stuff. We call this across image saliency and combine this with existing patch
based within image saliency to produce our final saliency map.
It remains an open problem as to how bounding boxes (boxes that propose the location of
objects) should be sampled from a per pixel saliency map. Each sequentially selected box should
tightly fit around one object, and never around an object that has been sampled before. However,
the presence of an object in one box can cause neighbouring boxes to appear salient, leading
to the selection of boxes which highly overlap each other and only partially overlap the actual
object.
Suppression based sampling techniques, such as non-maximum suppression, are commonly
used to avoid such oversampling. Under such formulations [6, 27] the selection of a box will act
as a hard [6] or soft [27] constraint that blocks heavily overlapping boxes from being simulta-
neously selected. However, non-maximum suppression carries its share of disadvantages [36].
In particular, if a selected box narrowly misses an object it may block the future selection of a
box that overlaps this object. To avoid making these near misses, we propose a novel sampling
method which encourages the selection of a box that “explains away” possible bounding boxes
in the area blocked by non-maximum suppression.
5.2 Saliency Map Generation
Figure 5.2 illustrates our approach to saliency. For computing the final saliency map S, making
the simplifying naı¨ve Bayesian assumption that patch distances are independent of one another,
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Figure 5.2: Given an image I, we select a set of visually similar images DI from a large corpus
of unlabelled imagesD. For each patch in I, we compute the probability of drawing patches with
similar features from DI to produce the across image saliency SAI . The within image saliency
SWI is computed by determining the uniqueness of patches within image I. The across image
saliency and within image saliency are combined to produce our saliency map S. Full details are
given in Section 5.2.
we combine the across image (AI) saliency map SAI to the standard within image (WI) saliency
map SWI as follows:
S = SAI ·SWI (5.1)
Figure 5.2 shows an example of the within image saliency map
(
SWI
)
and across image saliency
map
(
SAI
)
, as well as the combined saliency map S.
Section 5.2.1 outlines our proposed across image saliency map
(
SAI
)
generation (Eq. (5.9)).
Within image saliency map
(
SWI
)
generation has been greatly investigated in recent literature
[1,15,22,43,82], as such we use a pre-existing approach (Eq. (5.13)) as outlined in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1 Across Image Saliency Map
(
SAI
)
Given an image I and a large corpus of unlabelled imagesD, we findDI the set of images similar
to I. From DI , we wish to compute px, a number proportional to the probability of sampling
patch x, belonging to image I, from DI . If the probability of sampling patch x from DI is low
then this patch is assumed to be salient because as similar patches do not occur commonly in DI .
We make the assumption that the probability of sampling a patch x from an image J ∈DI can
be formulated by uniformly selecting a patch y in J, and then perturbing it by some noise in an
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informative feature space. This gives us:
px ∝ Pr(X = x|DI) (5.2)
=
∫
DI
Pr(X = x|J)dJ (5.3)
=
∫
DI
∫
J
Pr(X = x|y)Pr(y|J)dydJ (5.4)
∝
∫
DI
∫
J
Pr(X = x|y)dydJ (5.5)
Assuming the noise is uniform and Gaussian2 over the space of image patches, we have:
px ∝
∫
DI
∫
J
exp
(
−( f (x)− f (y))
2
σ2
)
dydJ (5.6)
and we replace the proportionality sign in Eq. (5.6) with equality and take this as our definition
of px. Here f (x) is the feature representation of patch x.
For efficient computation, it is important to note that the Gaussian distribution is short-tailed,
and for our purposes px can be approximated as:
px ≈ ∑
y∈N100(x,DI)
exp
(
−( f (x)− f (y))
2
σ2
)
(5.7)
where N100(x,DI) are the 100 approximate nearest neighbours (ANNs) of patch x taken from all
images J ∈DI and computed using Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbours (FLANN) [75].
However, px is the probability of a patch with the same feature response as x being sampled from
DI . A high value of px indicates that the patch x is uncommon in DI , therefore, saliency of patch
x is obtained as:
Sx = 1− px (5.8)
where px, over all patches x in the image I, has been normalised to the range [0,1].
Similar Images
The simplest retrieval approach for finding DI is to represent image I and all images in D
using a bag-of-words (BoW) histogram of SIFT features, and find the ANNs of I in D using
FLANN [75]. However, representing the entire image I with a single feature vector means that
2We also tried exponential distribution, empirically it made little difference.
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Figure 5.3: The nearest neighbours (NN) of an image based on full image vs. k-means segments
based look up. NNs are found using dense grayscale SIFT BoW histogram matching.
the representation will be biased towards the largest image regions and ignore smaller regions.
As shown in Fig. 5.3, the sky is present in image I but not in the ANNs retrieved using BoW
histogram matching. This leads to small regions, such as sky in Fig. 5.3, being categorised as
salient, as they do not occur in images similar to I. To overcome this, we segment image I and all
images in D into three horizontal regions that loosely correspond to “sky/ceiling”, “world”, and
“ground”. This is done using spatially seeded k-means where spatial location and RGB values
are used as features. Each of the three regions is represented by a dense gray scale SIFT BoW
histogram and the ANNs for each region are retrieved from D and added to DI . This allows the
matching of smaller regions (see Fig. 5.3).
Patch Features
Patches are defined as square sliding windows 25×25 pixel in size and a sliding step of 5 pixels
is used. The content of each patch is described by two features: local binary pattern (LBP) [48]
histograms
(
f LBPx
)
[78] and dense gray scale SIFT
(
f SIFTx
)
[66, 103] BoW histograms.
Using the features f LBPx and f
SIFT
x in eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) results in S
LBP
x and S
SIFT
x . We denote
SLBP and SSIFT as the saliency map of size I constructed using using SLBPx and S
SIFT
x for all
patches in image I. Using SSIFT and SLBP we obtain the across image (AI) saliency map as:
SAI = SSIFT ·SLBP (5.9)
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5.2.2 Within Image Saliency Map
(
SWI
)
Within image saliency is widely used (see Section 2.5) and we make use of an existing approach
for the computation of within image saliency. Recently patch based approaches [1,15,22,43,82]
for within image saliency have been shown to work better than earlier frequency [49] or interest
point [52] based methods, as such we use the context aware3 patch based method of [43] as
our within image saliency method. A quick summary of the context aware saliency method is
provided here.
As with our across image approach, context aware finds the similarity of sliding window
patch x to all other patches in image I as:
px = exp
(
− 1
K ∑y∈NK(x,I)
d(x,y)
)
(5.10)
d(x,y) =
( f (x)− f (y))2
1+ c · (l(x)− l(y))2 (5.11)
where I is the set of all patches in image I, NK(x,I) is the K nearest neighbours of patch x in
I, c is a constant, l() is the location of patches in normalised image coordinates, and f () is the
feature representation of the patch. Note the use of the patch location to discount the matching
of neighbouring patches.
The per pixel patch uniqueness saliency map is defined as S˜l(x) = 1− px, where l(x) is the
image location of patch x. The saliency map produced by patch uniqueness is further post-
processed using two additional cues: immediate context and center prior. Immediate context
down weights pixels far from high saliency values:
Sˆl(x) = S˜l(x)(1−d f oci(l(x))) (5.12)
where, d f oci(l(x)) is the Euclidean distance between patch location l(x) and the closest patch
location l(y) with S˜l(y) > 0.8, normalised to the range [0,1]. Center prior weights pixels in the
center of image higher than pixels at the edge of the images, that is the saliency map is multiplied
with a Gaussian positioned at the center of the image:
SWI = Sˆ ·G (5.13)
3Code: http://cgm.technion.ac.il/Computer-Graphics-Multimedia/Software/Saliency/
Saliency.html
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(a) Image (b) S˜ (c) S˜ > 0.8 (d) 1−d f oci (e) Sˆ (f) G (g) SWI
Figure 5.4: Summary of the context aware [43] within image saliency generation. a) Patch
uniqueness is used to compute a saliency map. c) Location of high saliency values are found. d)
Distance from each pixel to the nearest high saliency pixel is found. e) Context aware saliency
is computed as S˜(1− d f oci). f) Center of the image is assumed to be more relavent. g) Final
saliency map is SˆG. Images obtained from [43].
where SWI is the final within image (WI) saliency map and G is a Gaussian map the size of the
image. The full context aware saliency map generation process is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. We use
the executable provided by the authors [43] with the default settings.
5.3 Sampling Saliency Map for Generic Objects
Potential object locations (bounding boxes) can be proposed by sampling the per-pixel saliency
map obtained in the last section. In the past several options have been explored [67] for sampling
from the saliency map, such as thresholding the saliency map followed by connected region
detection [49] or selecting a bounding box containing 95% of the image saliency [67]. Such
approaches typically select only one salient region per image or multiple non-overlapping re-
gions. For proposing multiple bounding boxes per image the saliency map may be randomly
sampled [6], or sampled from the highest saliency density to the lowest saliency density with
or without non-maximum suppression (NMS) [36]. Sampling without NMS results in over-
sampling regions of high saliency. This may be desirable if it is difficult to find the exact object
location. However, in this case, lower saliency regions containing objects will be missed. While
using NMS ensures that even low salient regions are sampled, however, it does not allow for the
repeated sampling of high salient regions. This can cause true object locations to be narrowly
missed if parts of the object has low saliency values. Figure 5.5 illustrates the difference between
using or not using NMS when sampling based on saliency density.
We propose coherent sampling, as a variant of non-maximum suppression designed to avoid
narrowly missing a detected object (see Fig. 5.5). First we present the NMS sampling in Sec-
tion 5.3.1 and then our coherent sampling is presented in Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of sampling. Sampling from the saliency map without non-maximum
suppression (NMS) results in an over sampling of high saliency regions. While this allows exact
alignment to the true object to be found in the first 3 salient boxes, objects in a lower salient
region are missed. Sampling with NMS means that the lower saliency region will still be sampled.
However, the selection of a box that narrowly misses the object may cause the later rejection of
a highly salient box containing the object . Our coherent sampling recovers from many of these
cases.
5.3.1 Non-Maximum Suppression Sampling
To sample the saliency map, saliency density must be first defined for a given rectangular bound-
ing box. We define the saliency density score di for box bi as:
di =
1
|bi|r ∑p∈bi
S(p)− 1|ui|r ∑p∈ui
S(p) (5.14)
| · | refers to the size of the box in pixels, ui is a buffer around the box bi that ensures we select
local maxima without applying a threshold to the saliency map as in [6] and [49]. We avoid
the use of the a threshold on the saliency map because the threshold is typically learned using
supervised data [6]. We set ui to be 10 pixels wide and r acts as a soft bias on the box size. When
r = 0 the highest density box fills the image and if r = 1 the highest density box is typically
very small, at times only a single pixel in size.To sample boxes at different scales, rather than
alternating between 4 explicit choices of scale [6], we alternate sampling with r = 0.5 and r =
0.75. Comparatively, r = 0.5 exhibits a soft bias toward large boxes and r = 0.75 a bias toward
small boxes.
As in [6] an exhaustive set of bounding boxes at different scales and all locations are consid-
ered as potential bounding boxes. For each bounding box the two saliency density is computed
per Eq. (5.14) for the two choices of r. Two sorted lists of bounding boxes are obtained by sorting
the bounding boxes using the two density scores, corresponding to r = 0.5 and r = 0.75. The
sorted lists are then interleaved into a single list. Starting at the top of the list (highest saliency
density) bounding boxes are chosen in order and when a bounding box is selected all bounding
boxes below with overlap greater than 50% are eliminated from the list.
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5.3.2 Coherent Sampling
Coherent sampling is a variant of non-maximum suppression designed to avoid narrowly miss-
ing a detected object (see Fig. 5.5). For NMS sampling, the bounding box b0 with the highest
saliency density is selected and all other bounding boxes with overlap greater than 50% to b0 are
eliminated. For coherent sampling, we consider B, the set of all boxes that would be blocked by
b0, including itself, and seek b∗ ∈B, the box that best explains the saliency of all bounding boxes
in B.
To find such a box, we describe the region from which the boxes in B are drawn using a
saliency weighted average BoW SIFT histogram:
µSIFT =
1
∑Ni=0 di
N
∑
i=0
di f SIFT(bi) (5.15)
where f SIFT(bi) is the dense SIFT BoW histogram representation of bi and di is the saliency score
of box bi. Then to maximise the similarity between all salient boxes in B, b∗ is chosen as the box
with the closest histogram to µSIFT.
b∗ = argmin
bi
‖ f SIFT(bi)−µSIFT ‖2 (5.16)
5.4 Annotation of Weakly Labelled Data
Annotating weakly labelled data using prior knowledge that objects are of interest amounts to
simply selecting the most object-like instance as the annotation. However, notice the similarity
between our across image saliency generation method and the negative mining approach of Chap-
ter 4. In the negative mining approach, for each image the annotation of the object of interest is
selected as the bounding box that is the least similar to all negative bounding boxes. Similarly, in
the across image saliency the patches that are least similar to patches in the set of similar images
(DI) ends up with high saliency values. Furthermore, the generic object locations are proposed at
high salient areas. As a result, for annotating weakly labelled data, if we ensure that the similar
images (DI) are composed of negative images (images not containing object of interest) then we
would expect high saliency values for patches on the object of interest. This would result in the
generic object proposals to be biased towards the object of interest.
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5.5 Experiments
First, in Section 5.5.1, we evaluate the effectiveness of generating saliency map using our pro-
posed across image saliency map. Second, in Section 5.5.2, we evaluate the generic object pro-
posals obtained by sampling the saliency map and evaluate the difference between non-maximum
suppression sampling and the proposed coherent sampling. Third, in Section 5.5.3, we evaluate
the performance of this new generic object proposals for the task of annotating weakly supervised
data.
5.5.1 Evaluation of Saliency Map
As in [43] we evaluate the saliency map’s ability to predict foreground pixels. We use the PASCAL
2007 Segmentation data (422 images in the Train and Validation set and 210 images in the Test
set), where all object segments are used as foreground pixels. We report the precision recall
curve (PRC) and average precision (AP) as a function of the saliency map threshold. The same
measures are used in [43] but on a different dataset. We evaluate on the PASCAL dataset as it is a
more challenging dataset than the dataset used in [43]. Also our interest is in the use of saliency
for the task of annotating weakly labelled object data and PASCAL 2007 dataset has already been
used for this purpose.
Two main parameters in our proposed across image saliency are σLBP and σSIFT , from
Eq. (5.7) for the LBP and SIFT features. We set σ to 10% of the maximum distance possi-
ble between two patches. Since Euclidean distance between histogram features are used, the
maximum distance between two normalised histograms is
√
2 and we set σ = 0.1
√
2 for both
features. We find that average precision is fairly insensitive to σLBP and σSIFT .
Figure 5.6 plots the PRCs for the context aware saliency map, used as our within image
saliency map
(
SWI
)
, our proposed across image saliency map
(
SAI
)
, and the combined saliency
map (S). While our across image saliency map alone is not as strong as the within image saliency,
there is an advantage for combining both within image and across image saliency. A 2% to 3%
improvement on the within image AP is seen when combined with our across image saliency.
Furthermore, our proposed combined saliency map performs much better than the spectral resid-
ual (SR) saliency map of [49] (Fig. 5.6). It is important to note the performance of our combined
saliency map relative to spectral residual approach, as the generic object detector of [6] uses the
spectral residual saliency map. Proposing generic object locations based on a better saliency map
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(a) Train (b) Test
Figure 5.6: Precision-recall as a function of saliency threhsold comparing the context aware
within image saliency (CA
(
SWI
)
) [43], our proposed across image saliency
(
SAI
)
, our combined
within image and across image saliency (S), and the spectral residual saliency map of [49].
Precision and recall are computed using a ground truth binary mask of all foreground objects
using the PASCAL 2007 segmentation dataset.
results in better better localisation of objects (analysis of generic object proposals will be in the
next section).
Figure 5.7 shows some of our saliency maps. The combined saliency map
(
S = SAI ·SWI) has
less false positive salient pixels than the within image saliency SWI alone. Interestingly, our across
image saliency preserves the interiors of the object better in the shown bird and two horse images
of Fig. 5.7, but in general the across image saliency is noisier than the within image saliency. The
within and across saliency maps function as complementary cues due to the different information
contained in the external similar images. As a result, when combined, a substantial reduction in
the false positive saliency of within image saliency is achieved.
5.5.2 Evaluation of Generic Object Proposals
Following [6,36,87], we evaluate our object location proposals on the challenging PASCAL 2007
dataset [32]. PASCAL 2007 dataset has manually annotated object location information for 20
object classes in every image, which is used to test if the proposed object locations correspond
to actual objects in the images. We report results for objects in the PASCAL 2007 Test set which
are not marked as difficult and including the truncated objects (N = 4952 images containing
G = 12032 objects), and the TrainVal set is used as our corpus of unlabelled images D.
We compare our coherent sampling of our combined across and within image saliency maps
(Our Coh) to:
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Figure 5.7: Our across image saliency SAI , within image saliency SWI (this is the context aware
saliency map of [43]), our combined saliency SAISWI , and spectral residual approach of Hou &
Zhang [49]. Binary masks obtained by setting threshold to maximise F1 measure.
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Alexe NMS Objectness method of Alexe et al. [6]4 using non-maximum suppression (NMS)
sampling. Frequency residual saliency map of [49] is used to sample a large number of
initial bounding boxes which are then ranked using cues such as colour contrast, superpixel
straddling and edge density. This is a supervised approach that makes use of 50 images
from outside of PASCAL dataset to learn various parameters.
Alexe MN The same objectness method of Alexe et al. [6] using their multinomial sampling.
MSR The unsupervised saliency based method of Feng et al. [36] in which bounding boxes
that contain superpixels which can not be reconstructed with superpixels outside of the
bounding box are selected as salient generic object proposals. Boxes were obtained from
the authors. Due the limited number of scales and aspect ratios consider in [36], their
method proposes less than 100 bounding boxes per image.
Rahtu The supervised approach of Rahtu et al. [87]5 in which structured support vector machine
(SVM) is used for combining different feature and obtaining a ranked list of rectangular
regions.
Performance Metric
The precision recall curve (PRC) is used to evaluate the performance of the object location pro-
posals as it captures the behaviour of both precision and recall as the number of proposed boxes
increases. Alternatively, the recall rate as a function of the number of object location proposal
is used by [6]. Recall rate vs object proposal is good for comparing the recall rate at high num-
ber of proposed locations but not for evaluating the precision when only one object location is
proposed. As a result, we report both PRC and the recall rate vs object proposals.
We will now define the precision and recall as function of the number of objects proposed
per image. Let Di, j ∈ {0,1} be a vector indicating if the jth box proposed by the saliency al-
gorithm correctly detects an object in the ith image, where correct detection, per the PASCAL
challenge [32], occurs if the area of intersection of the two boxes divided by the area of union is
greater than 0.5 and the object has never been detected before. We define precision and recall as
a function of j, the number of boxes proposed per image.
Rall( j) =
∑Ni=1∑
j
k=1 Di,k
G
(5.17)
4http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/˜calvin/objectness/
5http://www.cse.oulu.fi/CMV/Downloads/ObjectDetection
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(a) Test All Objects (b) Test One Object per Image
Figure 5.8: Precision recall curve for generic object location proposal for the PASCAL 2007 Test
dataset.
Pall( j) =
∑Ni=1∑
j
k=1 Di,k
jN
(5.18)
where G is the total number of ground truth objects, N is the total number of images in the
dataset, and j = 1 . . .1000 is the first 1000 boxes6 proposed by the saliency algorithm. We
are also interested in selecting only one object from each image, and this leads to the similar
measures:
Rone( j) =
∑Ni=1 max(Di,1, . . . ,Di, j)
N
(5.19)
Pone( j) =
∑Ni=1 max(Di,1, . . . ,Di, j)
jN
(5.20)
where N is the number of images in the dataset and, as before, j is the number of boxes proposed.
Comparison to Competitors
The PRC curves for the first 1000 proposed boxes are presented in Fig. 5.8 and some visualisa-
tion of the proposed bounding boxes are provided in Fig. 5.10. Based on the average precision
our proposed object locations substantially out performs our competitors. Particularly, our first
proposed box per image correctly locates an object in 44% of the images versus 33.5% for [36]
and [87] and 30.5% for [6]. At 1000 boxes our recall rate is almost identical to the method of
Alexe et al. [6]. However, as seen from the recall vs number of proposed windows, Fig. 5.9,
while our method has a higher recall than [6] a the first box and is the same recall at 1000 boxes,
for the range between 5 to 600 proposed boxes [6] performs better. This range corresponds to
the higher precision for the recall range 0.3 to 0.8 in Fig. 5.8(a). The use of [6] vs our proposed
61000 boxes were also used by [6, 87]
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(a) Test (b) Test
Figure 5.9: Recall vs number of object location proposal for the PASCAL 2007 Test dataset. (b)
is a zoomed in view of (a) for low number of object location proposals.
Figure 5.10: Best bounding boxes taken from the top 10 proposed generic object locations by our
coherent sampling method (Our Coh), MSR [36], Alexe et al. NMS [6], and Rahtu et al. [87].
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(a) Test All Objects (b) Test One Object per Image
Figure 5.11: Non-maximum sampling vs coherent sampling. Coherent sampling is of benefit
for increasing the precision rate of the initial box but afterwards a slight drop in precision is
observed, however there is little change in the average precision.
method would depend on the application. For this thesis, the task of interest is the annotating of
weakly labelled data which requires maximal precision at a single proposed object location.
NMS Sampling vs Coherent Sampling
Figure 5.11 shows the PRC for NMS sampling vs coherent sampling. Overall very little change
is seen between NMS and coherent sampling, based on the near identical average precision.
However, for the initial generic object bounding box proposal there is a 2% boost in precision.
For improving the annotation of weakly labelled data, based solely on selecting generic object,
we keep the coherent sampling because the performance of the first proposed generic object
location is very important.
Within Image Saliency vs Across Image Saliency
We compare proposing generic object locations by sampling context aware saliency map (which
is a within image saliency map), our proposed across image saliency map, and the combined
within and across image saliency map. The results are presented in Fig. 5.12. As in the evaluation
of the saliency maps (Section 5.5.1) we see that while across image saliency alone is not as strong
as within image saliency, when combined there is a boost in performance.
5.5.3 Evaluation of Weakly Supervised Object Annotation
As stated in Section 5.4, for the generation of the saliency map for the task of annotating weakly
labelled data we restrict the corpus of unlabelled images to images that do not contain the object
of interest, this is a weakly supervised approach. We also compare this to a fully unsupervised
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of generic object location proposals by sampling contex aware (CA)
saliency map (used as our within image saliency
(
SWI
)
), across image saliency map
(
SAI
)
, and
the combined saliency map SWISAI .
Class Unsupervised Weakly-Supervised
PASCAL07 31.5 31.6
PASCAL07-6x2 44.3 44.5
Table 5.2: Comparison of unsupervised across image saliency and weakly supervised across
image saliency for annotation of weakly labelled data. See Table 5.7 for per-class results.
approach where no restriction is placed on the corpus of unlabelled images.
Unsupervised Entire TrainVal set of PASCAL 2007 dataset is used as the corpus of unlabelled
images D.
Weakly-Supervised For each of the 20 object classes in the PASCAL 2007 dataset, all images
not containing the current class of interest from the TrainVal set is used as the corpus of
unlabelled images D.
The annotation results are presented in Table 5.2. There is little difference between the un-
supervised or weakly supervised saliency map generation. Why isn’t the result improved by
excluding the images with the object of interest from the corpus of unlabelled images D? Recall
that for a patch to be salient the probability of sampling that patch from all the patches in a set
of similar image DI must be low. If o is a patch on the object of interest in the current image
I, then the probability of sampling patch o from the set of similar images is po (Eq. (5.7)). The
only way to change the behaviour of po is to change the number of patches similar to o in DI .
Based on our empirical results, including or excluding images with the object of interest in D
does not drastically change po. This is again, as observed in Chapter 4, due to the limited amount
of positive or object information available.
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Class Our Coh Alexe et al. MN [6] Alexe et al. NMS [6] Feng et al. [36] Rahtu et al. [87]
PASCAL07 31.5 25.8 23.4 24.0 23.6
PASCAL07-6x2 44.3 33.8 28.8 29.6 29.0
Table 5.3: Comparison of different generic object detector based annotation of weakly labelled
data. See Table 5.6 for per-class results.
On average there are 300 positive images per class and 4700 negative images. Inclusion of
the 300 positive images to D only changes the size of D by 6% and does not guarantee that these
images will end up in the 15 similar images DI chosen from D. Furthermore, even if an image
with the object of interest is included in DI the number of patches on the object of interest will
be fewer than the number of patches from the background because the object tends to be much
smaller than the image and as observed by Adelson [3] majority of the world is stuff not things.
As a result, the probability of matching a background patch to patches in DI will still be smaller
than po regardless of the inclusion or exclusion of the 300 images with the object of interest.
Comparison to Other Saliency Methods
We compare our generic object detection based annotation (Our Coh ) results to the other generic
object detection methods outlined in Section 5.5.2: Alexe et al. NMS sampling [6], Alexe et
al. MN sampling [6], Rahtu et al. [87], and Feng et al. [36]. For all methods, except Alexe et
al. MN sampling, we select the first proposed generic object location per image as the object
of interest (annotation for weakly labelled data). For Alexe et al. MN sampling we select the
top 100 proposed bounding boxes and from these we select the bounding box with the highest
objectness score, where objectness scores are provided by [6]. Table 5.3 presents a summary of
the results while the full per class results can be found in Table 5.6. Our generic object detector
exceeds the annotation accuracy of all other generic object detection methods by at least 5.7% on
PASCAL07 (95% CI of ±3.5%) and 10.5% on the PASCAL07-6x2 (95% CI of ±6.5%) dataset.
Comparison to Weakly Supervised Methods
The annotation results from the prior knowledge cue, i.e. generic object detection, does not
iteratively learn any inter or intra cues. As a result, starting at our generic object detection
based annotation, we iteratively learn a detector, with model drift, as outlined in Chapter 3.
The iterative learning process will explicitly model inter-class cues by creating a max-margin
boundary between positive and negative instances and at the same time implicitly model the
intra-class cues by requiring all positive instances be on one side of the max-margin boundary.
Table 5.4 summarises both the initialisation results as well as the iteratively refined results
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Initialisation Final (After iterative training)
PASCAL07 PASCAL07-6x2 PASCAL07 PASCAL07-6x2
Inter + Intra
Nguyen – – 22.4 25
PandeyNoCrop∗ – 36.7 – 59
PandeyCrop∗ – 43.7 – 61
Intra + Saliency for initialisation Deselaers1Feat∗ – 35.0 – 40
Inter + Intra + Saliency for final Deselaers4Feat∗ – 39.0 – 50
Inter + Intra + Saliency ScoreFuse (Chapter 3) 28.9 39.6 30.4 49
Inter + Saliency NegMine + Sal [6] (Chapter 4) 29.0 37.1 30.1 47
Saliency only for initialisation Our Coh (This Chapter) 31.5 44.3 32.6 54Inter + Intra + Saliency for final
*As reported in [81] and [28] respectively.
Table 5.4: Average annotation results for PASCAL datasets using different methods. See Table 5.8
for per-class results.
for our proposed generic object detection based annotation (Our Coh ) of the weakly labelled
data. We compare our generic object detection method (Our Coh ) to the score level fusion
method (ScoreFuse) of Chapter 3, the negative mining plus saliency method (NegMine + Sal
[6] ) of Chapter 4, and other competitors including Deselaers et al. [28] (Deselaers1Feat and
Deselaers4Feat) and Pandey and Lazebnik [81] (PandeyNoCrop and PandeyCrop). Full per
class results can be found in Table 5.8.
Overall our generic object detection based annotation obtain a higher initial annotation ac-
curacy than other existing methods for both subsets of the PASCAL dataset (at least an increase
of 2.6% for PASCAL07 set – 95% CI of ±2.8%– and 4.8% for PASCAL07-6x2 set – 95% CI
of ±6.3%). Particularly, the average initial annotation accuracy for the PASCAL07 set is even
higher than the final iteratively annotated results of the score level fusion (ScoreFuse) method of
Chapter 3.
The final iteratively learned annotation result on PASCAL07 dataset, starting from our generic
object detection method (Our Coh ), is again higher than our previous ScoreFuse method (in-
crease of 2.2% – 95% CI of ±5.5%) or our implementation of Nguyen Nguyen et al. [77] (in-
crease of 10.1% – 95% CI of ±6.2%). However, on the simpler single pose subset (PASCAL07-
6x2) our annotation accuracy is less than that of Pandey and Lazebnik [81]. There are two con-
tributing factors for this. First, our initial annotation accuracy is only slightly better (0.6%) than
the method of Pandey and Lazebnik [81]. Second, is the need for strongly aligned annotation
for the iterative training of the deformable part based detector [35], due to the 2D spatial cell
representation of histogram of gradient (HoG) features.
The initialisation method of Pandey and Lazebnik [81] uses the deformable part based detec-
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tor [35], while we use image saliency information. The use of the detector in the initialisation
would result in strong alignment of the histogram of gradient (HoG) features across the selected
initial annotations of the same class than our saliency based method, resulting in better iterative
improvement of annotation. However, it is important to note that the method of Pandey and
Lazebnik [81] is first, evaluated on a simpler single pose subset of the PASCAL 2007 dataset
which requires additional manual pose annotation. Second, the method of Pandey and Lazeb-
nik [81] requires as input the aspect ratio of the object model in the initialisation phase. They set
this aspect ratio to the average aspect ratio of all the training images. This makes sense for the
single pose data, but for multi-pose data multiple aspect ratios must be manually set, where as
our method requires no such inputs.
5.5.4 Evaluation of Weakly Supervised Object Detector
We compare the detection results of a detector trained from the weakly supervised annotation to a
detector trained from manual annotation. The detection results are obtained on the PASCAL 2007
Test set and can be found in Table 5.5. We also compare detectors trained from two different
weakly supervised annotations: our generic object detection method (WSL-OurCoh ) and our
inter-intra score level fusion (WSL-ScoreFuse) method of Chapter 3. On average the detector
trained from our generic object detection (WSL-OurCoh ) based annotation performs better than
the detector trained from inter-intra class fusion (WSL-ScoreFuse) annotation. Furthermore,
we find the weakly supervised detection result is already achieving 48% of the fully supervised
detection result.
We show the differences in the learned fully supervised and weakly supervised models in
Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. In most models, at least two components of the weakly supervised approach
directly corresponds to components of the fully supervised approach, with some differences. For
example consider component two of the fully supervised bicycle model and component three of
the weakly supervised bicycle model. The two components are roughly the same shape and ori-
entation of the bicycle but the weakly supervised model contains the bicycle plus the rider where
as the fully supervised model, which uses manual annotation, only contains the bicycle. In some
cases, like person in Fig. 5.14, very little resemblance is seen between the weakly supervised and
fully supervised model. In these cases poor detection results are observed (Table 5.5).
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WSL-OurCoh (This Chapter) 0.244 0.297 0.093 0.100 0.000 0.318 0.440 0.029 0.003 0.137 0.051
WSL-ScoreFuse (Chapter 3) 0.134 0.440 0.031 0.031 0.000 0.312 0.439 0.071 0.001 0.093 0.099
FSL* [35] 0.296 0.573 0.101 0.171 0.252 0.478 0.550 0.184 0.216 0.247 0.233
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WSL-OurCoh (This Chapter) 0.012 0.289 0.321 0.013 0.013 0.017 0.030 0.328 0.327 0.153
WSL-ScoreFuse (Chapter 3) 0.015 0.294 0.383 0.046 0.001 0.004 0.038 0.342 0.000 0.139
FSL* [35] 0.112 0.576 0.478 0.421 0.122 0.186 0.319 0.445 0.409 0.319
* FSL results obtained using the pre-trained model provided with version 4 of the deformable part based model [35] code.
Table 5.5: Weakly supervised vs fully supervised detection results on the PASCAL 2007 Test
dataset. WSL-OurCoh is a detector trained from the coherent sampling of our combined within
and accross image saliency. WSL-ScoreFuse is a detector trained from the inter-intra score level
fusion of Chapter 3.
Person Fully Supervised
Person Weakly Supervised
Figure 5.14:
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Class Our Coh Alexe et al. MN [6] Alexe et al. NMS [6] Feng et al. [36] Rahtu et al. [87]
aeroplane 56.7 36.6 29.0 32.4 34.9
bicycle 23.0 20.2 16.0 13.6 17.3
bird 37.6 25.5 20.6 24.8 23.3
boat 27.1 16.0 15.5 18.2 16.0
bottle 5.3 5.7 3.3 6.1 4.5
bus 38.7 31.2 28.5 36.6 29.0
car 41.8 34.2 30.2 31.7 28.2
cat 51.3 44.8 38.9 37.4 43.0
chair 6.1 7.2 6.5 8.1 7.0
cow 36.9 26.2 26.2 29.1 24.1
diningtable 21.5 32.0 30.0 15.5 19.5
dog 43.2 31.4 29.9 29.2 33.0
horse 37.6 30.3 22.3 28.6 26.8
motorbike 49.8 38.8 40.8 33.9 33.9
person 24.1 19.7 15.8 18.8 18.9
pottedplant 14.3 9.8 11.0 12.7 12.7
sheep 27.1 30.2 29.2 30.2 21.9
sofa 27.1 28.4 27.5 23.6 29.7
train 51.3 34.9 33.7 30.3 41.4
tvmonitor 9.8 13.3 14.1 18.8 7.0
Average 31.5 25.8 23.4 24.0 23.6
aeroplaneLeft 65.6 39.1 32.8 40.6 40.6
aeroplaneRight 59.6 44.2 23.1 26.9 34.6
bicycleLeft 29.9 25.4 19.4 9.0 20.9
bicycleRight 35.5 25.8 24.2 21.0 25.8
boatLeft 13.2 9.4 15.1 18.9 7.5
boatRight 29.3 20.7 15.5 17.2 13.8
busLeft 27.6 37.9 37.9 37.9 24.1
busRight 43.2 29.7 29.7 43.2 24.3
horseLeft 56.1 31.8 28.8 36.4 34.8
horseRight 48.4 37.1 24.2 29.0 33.9
motorbikeLeft 55.6 55.6 46.3 38.9 37.0
motorbikeRight 68.1 48.9 48.9 36.2 51.1
Average 44.3 33.8 28.8 29.6 29.0
Table 5.6: Comparison of different saliency based annotation of weakly labelled data.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter we presented a new combined within and across image means of generating a
saliency map, a way to sample this saliency method to propose generic object locations, and
the use of the proposed generic object locations for the annotation of weakly labelled data. Our
saliency map has comparable performance to state-of-the-art methods in predicting foreground
pixels and proposing generic object locations. Furthermore, using our method to propose a single
generic object location per image results in the best initialisation accuracy for annotating weakly
labelled object data. We show how starting from this initialisation, iterative annotation refinement
can lead to state-of-the-art performance for weakly supervised detector training.
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Class Unsupervised Weakly-Supervised
aeroplane 56.7 58.0
bicycle 23.0 23.5
bird 37.6 37.6
boat 27.1 27.6
bottle 5.3 5.3
bus 38.7 38.7
car 41.8 41.5
cat 51.3 51.0
chair 6.1 6.3
cow 36.9 36.9
diningtable 21.5 21.0
dog 43.2 43.0
horse 37.6 38.7
motorbike 49.8 49.8
person 24.1 23.6
pottedplant 14.3 14.3
sheep 27.1 26.0
sofa 27.1 26.6
train 51.3 51.3
tvmonitor 9.8 10.9
Average 31.5 31.6
Class Unsupervised Weakly-Supervised
aeroplaneLeft 65.6 65.6
aeroplaneRight 59.6 59.6
bicycleLeft 29.9 29.9
bicycleRight 35.5 35.5
boatLeft 13.2 13.2
boatRight 29.3 31.0
busLeft 27.6 27.6
busRight 43.2 40.5
horseLeft 56.1 56.1
horseRight 48.4 50.0
motorbikeLeft 55.6 57.4
motorbikeRight 68.1 68.1
Average 44.3 44.5
Table 5.7: Comparison of unsupervised across image saliency and weakly supervised across
image saliency for annotation of weakly labelled data.
Initialisation Final (After iterative training)
ScoreFuse NegMine Our Coh ScoreFuse NegMine Our Coh MI-SVM Nguyen
(Chapter 3) + Sal [6] (This (Chapter 3) + Sal [6] (This [7] et al. [77]
(Chapter 4) Chapter) (Chapter 4) Chapter) Competitors
aeroplane 45.4 38.7 56.7 42.4 34.9 51.3 37.8 30.7
bicycle 20.6 22.2 23.0 46.5 39.5 36.6 17.7 16.5
bird 29.7 27.6 37.6 18.2 19.1 17.0 26.7 23.0
boat 12.2 21.0 27.1 8.8 11.0 22.1 13.8 14.9
bottle 4.1 6.6 5.3 2.9 6.6 0.4 4.9 4.9
bus 37.1 33.3 38.7 40.9 42.5 39.2 34.4 29.6
car 41.0 39.4 41.8 73.2 59.5 65.1 33.7 26.5
cat 53.4 46.0 51.3 44.8 46.0 41.2 46.6 35.3
chair 6.5 8.1 6.1 5.4 4.0 3.4 5.4 7.2
cow 31.9 34.8 36.9 30.5 31.9 38.3 29.8 23.4
diningtable 20.5 31.5 21.5 19.0 19.0 23.0 14.5 20.5
dog 40.9 38.0 43.2 34.0 29.5 43.2 32.8 32.1
horse 37.3 37.6 37.6 48.8 47.0 46.7 34.8 24.4
motorbike 46.5 43.3 49.8 65.3 50.6 57.6 41.6 33.1
person 22.3 23.0 24.1 8.2 23.0 24.1 19.9 17.2
pottedplant 10.2 11.4 14.3 9.4 9.4 13.5 11.4 12.2
sheep 27.1 28.1 27.1 16.7 28.1 29.2 25.0 20.8
sofa 32.3 34.5 27.1 32.3 21.8 16.6 23.6 28.8
train 49.0 43.7 51.3 54.8 40.2 42.1 45.2 40.6
tvmonitor 9.8 10.5 9.8 5.5 37.9 41.0 8.6 7.0
Average 28.9 29.0 31.5 30.4 30.1 32.6 25.4 22.4
AeroplaneLeft 37.5 39.1 65.6 42.2 39.1 42.2 42.2 26.6
AeroplaneRight 55.8 50.0 59.6 46.1 50.0 61.5 57.7 25.0
BicycleLeft 34.3 28.4 29.9 73.1 79.1 68.7 29.9 20.9
BicycleRight 30.7 30.6 35.5 71.0 74.2 72.6 19.4 25.8
BoatLeft 9.4 15.1 13.2 5.7 9.4 15.1 1.9 5.7
BoatRight 12.1 20.7 29.3 3.5 8.6 15.5 13.8 15.5
BusLeft 37.9 31.0 27.6 27.6 31.0 41.4 37.9 24.1
BusRight 43.2 35.1 43.2 51.3 29.7 40.5 43.2 21.6
HorseLeft 48.5 48.5 56.1 63.6 48.5 63.6 42.4 30.3
HorseRight 51.6 45.2 48.4 51.6 45.2 79.0 56.5 22.6
MotorbikeLeft 50.0 46.3 55.6 74.1 74.1 64.8 55.6 31.5
MotorbikeRight 63.8 55.3 68.1 80.9 74.5 83.0 63.8 48.9
Average 39.6 37.1 44.3 49.2 47.0 54.0 38.7 24.9
Table 5.8: Per-class annotation results for PASCAL datasets using all methods developed in this
thesis. We compare both our initialisation and final iteratively learned annotation results to two
base line methods.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis explored the problem of training object and action detectors using weak supervision.
In particular, the focus was on automatically annotating or locating the object/action of interest
in images/videos which have weak manual labelling indicating the presence or absence of the
object/action. The automatic annotation of weakly labelled data is extremely challenging because
it is a “chicken or the egg” problem; locating objects in images requires the use of an object model
but learning the object model requires a set of annotated images. To tackle this problem, this
thesis presented an iterative approach (Chapter 3). In the proposed approach, a multiple instance
learning (MIL) based method is used to obtain a set of initial annotations which can be then
used to iteratively train a detector and refine the annotation. The proposed framework achieved a
good performance on the challenging PASCAL 2007 dataset. Several of the detectors trained with
weak supervision, such as motorbike, car, train, bus, and bicycle, were able to achieve detection
performances comparable to their fully supervised counterparts.
The proposed framework uses three equally weighted information categories – prior knowl-
edge, inter-class cue, and intra-class cue – to obtain the initial annotation of objects in the weakly
labelled data. The remainder of the thesis explored these three information categories in more
details.
A closer look at the inter-class and intra-class cues is presented in Chapter 4. Intra-class
cues attempt to find similar looking objects/actions in the images/videos that contains the ob-
ject/action of interest. This is a complex combinatorial problem which relies on a distance metric
to find the similarity between two potential object/action location’s in a high dimensional feature
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space. In Chapter 4 we show that due to the low number of true objects/actions in the datasets,
such as PASCAL 2007 or MSR2, and the high dimensional feature spaces necessary to describe
objects/actions, finding a set of similar looking object/action from a set of videos is unreliable.
As an alternative approach, the inter-class cue finds the objects/actions that are least like all
objects/actions in the images/videos which do not have the object/action of interest. Unlike the
intra-class cue, the inter-class cue makes use of the negative images/videos which do not have any
instances of the object/action of interest. Furthermore, the datasets include many more negative
instances than positive. Negative mining, inter-class cue based approach proposed in Chapter 4,
performs very well compared to intra-class cues.
The third information category, prior knowledge, takes the form of a generic object detector
for the annotation of objects in weakly labelled images. Typically, generic object detectors have
their basis in image saliency. Most, successful of existing techniques for generic object detection
start with image saliency then add information learned from manually annotated data, resulting
in a supervised method. In Chapter 5, we boost the performance of existing image saliency
methods by adding information from other similar images, an approach which is related to the
use of inter-class cue from Chapter 5. Finally, we directly sample our new image saliency to
proposes object locations. Our unsupervised approach to generic object detection has similar
properties to the existing supervised approaches but outperforms all existing approaches for the
task of annotating weakly labelled data.
A close look at the problem of weakly supervised annotation of images and videos has shown
that prior knowledge and inter-class cues are much more informative than intra-class cues. Meth-
ods based on prior knowledge and inter-class cues can lead to simple algorithms that can achieve
similar or better performance than methods that attempt to solve the much harder combinatorial
problem introduced by the intra-class cue. This is not to say that intra-class cues are not useful,
only that they suffers from lack of information and high dimensional data much more than prior
knowledge or inter-class cues. Based on the work presented in this thesis, several avenues of
research are possible, not only for improving the use of prior knowledge and inter-class cues, but
also to tackle the problems with intra-class cues.
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6.1 Saliency Map
The addition of the patch-based across-image saliency improved the performance of within-
image saliency (Section 5.5.1). In some cases, the across-image saliency was better able to
preserve the interior of the foreground object than the within-image saliency (Fig. 5.7). How-
ever, when combined with within-image saliency, this behaviour is lost. How can the interiors of
the objects be preserved in the combined across- and within-image saliency map?
One option is to consider a different form of within-image saliency, a superpixel based ap-
proach (discussed in Section 2.5.1). In the sliding window patch representation, each pixel is
represented by a local window and will obtain a different saliency value. This cause the edge-
like appearance of the within-image saliency map (Fig. 5.7). In a superpixel approaches, an
entire superpixel obtains a single saliency value, producing larger regions as salient than just
edges. Furthermore, using superpixels preserves some image structure because superpixel edges
tends to be on image edges. This preservation of a image structure by superpixels can potentially
aid the across-image saliency as well, giving a better boundary around the foreground object in
the saliency maps.
Our across-image saliency also suffers from noise or false positives, and much of the back-
ground has spotty high-salience regions. This is the cause of our very low precision at low recall
values (Fig. 5.6). To over come this, better patch matching methods need to be investigated.
Alternatively, a post processing steps, similar to the ones used by the context-aware saliency
method [43], must be investigated.
6.2 Intra-Class Cue
As discussed in Chapter 4, the weaknesses of the intra-class cue are the limited number of true
positive instances of objects/actions and the high dimensional feature space used to represent
objects/actions. To overcome this, a dimensionality reduction or weighted distance metric is
needed. There are both supervised and unsupervised approaches to learn a more discriminative
distance function. Supervised approaches, such as [94], require the use of manually annotated
data. As the focus of this thesis is on unsupervised approaches, we discuss some of the potential
unsupervised approaches to learn a more discriminative distance metric for intra-class cues.
Recently, Singh et al. [95] proposed learning discriminative mid-level patches as a replace-
ment for visual words (as discussed in Section 2.1.1). In their method they alternate between
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clustering and training a discriminative classifier to select patches that are distinct and occur fre-
quently in a set of images. Such a set of discriminative mid-level patches obtained from a set
of images known to contain the object of interest might provide a more meaningful intra-class
distances. The work of Singh et al. [95] suggests that intra-class distance might be tackled better
as part of our patch-based across-image saliency.
6.3 Iterative Training of Detector
There are two aspects of the iterative training of the deformable part based detector that has not
been explored in this thesis. First is the assignment of the images to the multiple components
trained by the deformable part detector. Second is the ability of the weakly supervised approach
to learn context.
The iterative training of the deformable part based detector assumes that the automatic ini-
tial annotation obtained from weakly labelled data is the ground truth. The aspect ratio of these
initial annotations is used to divide the annotations into three groups and one deformable part
model (DPM) is trained for each group. However, due to the inaccuracies in the initial annota-
tions, grouping based on aspect ratio is not ideal. Instead, the grouping must be based on visual
appearance, similar to how the DPM splits left and right mirror images. Several challenges ex-
ists for this method, mainly caused by HoG’s inability to handle spatial shifts (Section 2.1.2).
A method that groups annotation based on visual appearance must account for in accuracies in
initial annotation bounding boxes.
An interesting behaviour was observed in the weakly supervised model of the bicycle when
compared to the fully supervised model (Fig. 5.13). One of the components of the weakly super-
vised model learned not only the bicycle but the rider as well. This is a direct result of presence
of a rider on most images with bicycle. This can be thought of as a strong contextual cue that was
automatically learned by the weakly supervised approach. An analysis of the types of contextual
cues that can be automatically learned by a weakly supervised approach must be made and com-
pared to their fully supervised counter parts, i.e. is the detection result of “bike plus rider” better
than “bike alone” when using a fully supervised approach.
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